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Abstract
Phytohormones are small molecules that regulate almost all aspects of plant life including defence
reactions. Plant defence and immunity are mainly regulated by two hormones – salicylic acid (SA) and
jasmonic acid (JA). Other hormones such as auxins, cytokinins brassinosteroids or gibberellins
modulate plant immunity to lesser extent. It has been described that plant pathogens are able to
interfere with plant hormone signalling to overcome plant defence. Some pathogens are able to produce
plant hormones themselves. This thesis is focused on plant hormone signalling involved in plant
immunity both from the plant side and pathogen side and possible hormonal crosstalk in this
interaction.
The first part is focused on salicylic acid signalling connected with plant actin cytoskeleton roles in
plant immunity. It has been described that desintegration of actin cytoskeleton leads to increased plant
susceptibility to bacteria. However, it has been also shown that pharmacological desintegration of actin
filaments induces transcription of salicylic acid responsive genes PR1 (Pathogenesis related 1) and
ICS1 (Isochorismate synthase 1). In this thesis we have investigated this inconsistency using actin
depolymerizing drugs latrunculin B, cytochalasin E and jasplakinolide and two different pathosystems:
Arabidopsis thaliana x Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato DC 3000 and Brassica napus x
Leptosphaeria maculans. We treated the A. thaliana plants with the cytoskeletal drugs and first
analyzed phytohormone profile and defence gene transcription. Specific induction of salicylic acid
production and salicylic acid marker genes (ICS1, ICS2 (Isochorismate synthase 2), PR1) was
observed. Subsequently we infected the drug-pretreated A. thaliana or B. napus plants with
corresponding pathogens which eventually resulted in increased resistance in both pathosystems. This
phenomenon is salicylic acid dependent. It also depends on treatment timing, infection duration and
specific pathosystem. Since actin dynamics is vital for correct cellular trafficking and membrane
formation, we investigated deeper into this mechanism and focused on the role of phospholipids. We
used A. thaliana mutant in phosphatidylinositol-4-kinase β1 and β2 (PI4Kβ1β2), which is known to
be an SA overaccumulator, and a set of mutants affected in salicylic acid signalling. First, we tested
callose deposition which is a defence mechanism requiring functional trafficking machinery. We
observed that treatment with cytoskeletal drugs triggers callose deposition via the activity of callose
synthase 12 and is SA independent since it was observed even in mutants with blocked SA
accumulation. Defence gene transcription and SA accumulation were blocked in the SA-signalling
impaired mutants and reverted or partly reverted in triple mutants impaired in SA-signalling and
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pi4kβ1/β2. Altogether the results show that relationship between the actin cytoskeleton and plant
immunity is more complex than generally assumed. Salicylic acid seems to be a major regulator of the
onset of actin-depolymerization- triggered defence. Correct phospholipid signalling also seems to be
important in this process.
Since we have focused on the role of salicylic acid we have established a collection of A. thaliana
mutants that are affected in SA production, accumulation or signalling. Several of these mutants show
affected resistance to pathogens. We have extensively chracaterized this mutant collection in terms of
growth, cultivation condition dependancy and SA production to create a tool for future studies dealing
with plant immunity. Our characterization clearly shows correlation between SA overaccumulation
and rosette growth retardation.
Second part of the thesis is focused on plant pathogens infection strategies affecting hormone
signalling in plants. Pathogens secrete a variety of molecules that manipulate host hormone signalling.
Leptosphaeria maculans is an important fungal pathogen of the brassica crops. We investigated the
impact of L. maculans effector AvrLm4-7 on virulence and host defence. We performed inoculation
assay with L. maculans isolates possesing functional and non-functional alelle of AvrLm4-7 that
revealed that effector AvrLm4-7 contributes significantly to L. maculans virulence. Further we
analyzed host defence reactions – defence gene transcription, phytohormone profile and ROS burst.
Infection with AvrLm4-7 containing isolate reduced SA-dependent defence response in B. napus
plants. ROS burst was also supressed. The results show that effector AvrLm4-7 increases virulence of
L. maculans by suppressing SA related defence mechanisms.
Since there is increasing evidence that pathogens are able to produce phytohormones to manipulate
host plant defence, we tested whether L. maculans posseses such activity. We tested phytohormone
production in L. maculans and identified a variety of auxins, particularly the bioactive form indole-3acetic acid (IAA). The IAA production can be stimulated by supplementing L. maculans culture with
biosynthetic precursors tryptophan and tryptamine. There are orthologues of several known
biosynthetic genes in L. maculans genome. The precursors induce transcription of several of those
genes; mainly LmTAM1, LmIPDC2 and LmNIT1. Transcription of LmIPDC1, LmIaaM3 and LmIaaM5
was only slightly induced. Exogenous addition of highly concentrated auxin inhibited growth of L.
maculans while no stimulatory effect was observed even upon low concentration of IAA. Auxin profile
of infected plant showed only minor changes; ednogenous concentration of indole-3-acetonitrile
increased upon infection with L. maculans. The results show that L. maculans is able to produce high
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concentration of bioactive auxin but with no significant role in virulence. Auxin might function as a
regulator in L. maculans itself.
This thesis focuses on particular aspects of plant signalling mainly connected with salicylic acid and
other hormones to lesser extent and provides new insight into phytohormone signalling during
infection process.
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Abstrakt
Fytohormony jsou malé molekuly podílející se na řízení téměř všech životních procesů v rostlinném
organismu včetně obranných reakcí. Hlavními fytohormony, které regulují rostlinné obranné reakce,
jsou kyselina salicylová (SA) a kyselina jasmonová (JA). Další hormony jako auxiny, cytokininy,
brassinosteroidy nebo gibberelliny ovlivňují rostlinnou imunitu zpravidla nepřímo. Rostlinné patogeny
jsou schopny narušovat hormonální signalizaci hostitele, díky čemuž úspěšně překonávají rostlinné
obranné mechanismy a způsobují infekci. Některé patogeny samy produkují fytohormony. Tato práce
se soustředí na rostlinnou hormonální signalizaci hrající roli v imunitní odpovědi z pohledu hostitelské
rostliny i z pohledu rostlinného patogenu.
První část se zabývá rolí signální dráhy keseliny salicylové a aktinového cytoskeletu v obranné
signalizaci. Bylo popsáno, že porušení integrity aktinového cytoskeletu vede ke snížení odolnosti
rostlin k bakteriální infekci. Dále je také známo, že farmakologické porušení aktinového cytoskeletu
indukuje transkripci markerových genů dráhy kyseliny salicylové (ICS1, PR1). Tato práce se zabývá
tímto rozporuplným fenoménem. K experimentům byly použity cytoskeletární drogy cytochalasin E,
latrunculin B a jasplakinolid a dva patosystémy: Arabidopsis thaliana x Pseudomonas syringae pv.
tomato DC3000 a Brassica napus x Leptosphaeria maculans. Nejprve byly rostliny A. thaliana
ošetřeny cytoskeletárními drogami a byl analyzován hormonální profil a transkripce obranných genů.
Došlo ke specifickému zvýšení produkce kyseliny salicylové a transkripce markerových genů dráhy
kyseliny salicylové. Dále byly ošetřené rostliny A. thaliana a B. napus infikovány příslušnými
patogeny a překvapivě v obou patosystémech došlo ke zvýšení odolnosti ošetřených rostlin. Tento jev
je regulovaný kyselinou salicylovou a jeho navození je závislé na režimu ošetření, čase infekce a
konkrétním patosystému.
Neporušená dynamika aktinového cytoskeletu je nezbytná pro vnitrobuněčný transport a syntézu
membrán, proto jsme se dále zabývali rolí fosfolipidů během indukce resistence rozrušením
aktinového cytoskeletu. Pro tyto experimenty byly použity rostliny A. thaliana s mutací v genech pro
fosfatidylinositol-4-kinasu β1 a β2 (PI4Kβ1β2), u nichž byla popsána zvýšená akumulace kyseliny
salicylové, a několik dalších mutantů A. thaliana s mutacemi v signální dráze SA. Nejprve bylo
otestováno ukládání kalosy, což je obranná reakce vyžadující funkční buněčný transport. Ošetření
cytoskeletárními drogami spouští ukládání kalosy díky aktivitě kalosasynthasy 12 a je nezávislé na
SA, neboť bylo pozorováno i u mutantů se zablokovanou indukcí SA. Transkripce obranných genů a
akumulace SA nebyly pozorovány u mutantů defektních v signální dráze SA a byly úplně nebo
částečně revertovány u trojitých mutantů defektních v SA sigální dráze a zároveň v genech pro PI-49

kinasu β1 a β2. Tyto výsledky naznačují, že role aktinového cytoskeletu v rostlinné imunitě je
komplexnější než se dosud předpokládalo. Kyselina salicylová hraje významnou roli při vyvolání
obranné reakce spuštěné dezintegrací aktinových vláken a zároveň je v tomto procesu významná
fosfolipidová signalizace.
Jelikož se tato práce významně zabývá kyselinou salicylovou, v další části byla vytvořena kolekce
mutantů A. thaliana ovlivněných v produkci, akumulaci nebo signalizaci kyseliny salicylové. U
některých těchto mutantů byly popsány změny v odolnosti vůči patogenům. Všichni mutanti kolekce
byli pěstováni v několika různých kultivačních režimech a následně byl charakterizován růst růžic a
kořenů, intenzita fotosyntézy, koncentrace SA a transkripce SA markerových genů. Tato kolekce
představuje užitečný nástroj pro další studie zabývající se rostlinnou imunitou. Z výsledků
charakterizace vyplývá jasná korelace mezi retardací růstu růžic a zvýšenou akumulací SA.
Druhá část práce se zabývá infekčními strategiemi rostlinných patogenů ovlivňujícími hormonální
signalizaci hostitele.
Patogeny sekretují také další molekuly, kterými manipulují hormonální signalizaci hostitele. Malé
sekretované proteiny, tzv. efektory, jsou příkladem takových molekul. Tato práce se zabývá efektorem
AvrLm4-7 a jeho významem pro virulenci a tlumení obranných reakcí hostitele. Inokulační test rostlin
B. napus izoláty L. maculans exprimujícími funkční a nefunkční alelu AvrLm4-7 ukázal, že přítomnost
funkčního efektoru AvrLm4-7 výrazně přispívá k virulenci L. maculans. Dále byly analyzovány
obranné reakce – transkripce obranných genů, hormonální profil a produkce reaktivních forem kyslíku.
Infekce izolátem s funkčním AvrLm4-7 vedla ke snížené indukce SA a nižší transkripci SA
markerových genů. Produkce reaktivních forem kyslíku byla rovněž snížena. Efektor AvrLm4-7
přispívá k virulenci L. maculans potlačením SA-dependentních obranných reakcí hostitele.
Některé patogeny samy produkují rostlinné hormony. V rámci této práce bylo zjištěno, že houbový
patogen řepky olejky (B. napus) L. maculans také produkuje řadu rostlinných hormonů. Tato práce se
soustředí především na auxiny. V myceliu L. maculans bylo nalezeno několik forem auxinů, v nejvyšší
koncentraci se vyskytovala bioaktivní forma, indol-3-octová kyselina (IAA). Produkce IAA může být
zvýšena přidáním biosyntetických prekurzorů tryptofanu a tryptaminu k tekuté kultuře. V genomu L.
maculans byly nalezeny orthology několika známých genů auxinových biosyntetických drah.
Biosyntetické prekurzory indukovaly transkripci několika těchto genů; především LmTAM1,
LmIPDC2 a LmNIT1. Transkripce genů LmIPDC1, LmIaaM3 a LmIaaM5 byla zvýšena pouze mírně.
Exogenní aplikace auxinu ve vysoké koncentraci inhibovala růst L. maculans a žádná z použitých
koncentrací neměla stimulační efekt. Auxinový profil infikovaných rostlin B. napus se liší pouze
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minimálně; v rostlinách infikovaných L. maculans byla pozorována zvýšená koncentrace indol-3acetonitrilu. Tyto výsledky ukazují, že L. maculans je schopna produkovat vysokou koncentraci
bioaktivního auxinu IAA, který ale nemá výrazný vliv na průběh infekce. Mohl by ale plnit regulační
funkci v samotném patogenu.
Tato práce se zabývá specifickými aspekty rostlinné signalizace, především ve spojení s kyselinou
salicylovou a dalšími rostlinnými hormony.
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1. Introduction
1.1.

Plant immunity and phytohormone signalling

1.1.1. Pathogen life strategies
Plants live in complex environment where they are constantly threatened by a wide range of pathogens
including viruses, bacteria, fungi, oomycetes, nematodes or herbivores. Plant pathogens can be divided
into three main categories based on their lifestyles – biotrophic, necrotrophic and haemibiotrophic.
Necrotrophic pathogens produce toxins to kill plant tissues and feed on the dead remnants afterwards.
Biotrophic pathogens manipulate metabolism of hosts living cells to get nutrients. For this purpose
they use special structures such as haustoria. Many pathogens can switch from one strategy to the other
based on their life cycle stage and thereby they are classified as haemibiotrophs. Plants have evolved
complex defence strategies against these pathogens including mechanic barriers, toxin production and
sophisticated signalling mechanisms. Many pathogens although are succesful in overcoming these
defence mechanisms. Plants for this reason further possess mechanisms for specific recognition of the
pathogen1.
1.1.2. PAMP triggered immunity
The plant first recognizes conserved microbial structures such as flagellin, chitin, glycoproteins or
lipopolysaccharides. These structures are collectivelly known as microbe associated molecular
patterns – MAMPs, or when specified to pathogens only – PAMPs (Pathogen associated molecular
patterns). The PAMPs are recognized by so-called pattern recognition receptors – PRRs that
subsequently trigger defence signalling (Fig. 1). Host molecules that are degradation products occuring
during wounding or infection are reffered to as damage associated molecular patterns (DAMPs) and
their perception is also part of the innate immunity2. The PRR receptors are located on the plasma
membrane and are considered the first layer of plant defence is often called PAMP-triggered immunity
– PTI 3,4.
Throughout evolution pathogens have evolved molecules that are delivered directly into the host cells
to supress PTI. These molecules are collectivelly called effectors and the reaction they cause is reffered
to as effector triggered susceptibility – ETS. As a response to effectors plants have evolved receptors
generally located in cytosol that recognize specific effectors and trigger secondary immune response
called effector trigerred imunity – ETI 5,6. Many defence and signalling components that participate in
PTI and ETI have been identified in recent years including callose and lignin biosynthesis and their
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deposition into the cell wall, synthesis of antimicrobial secondary metabolites such as phytoalexins
and PR proteins (Pathogenesis-related proteins). PR proteins include glucanases and chitinases which
degrade fungal and oomycetal cell wall. Effector recognition during ETI is followed by rapid induction
of reactive oxygen species (ROS) which leads to hypersensitive response (HR) and apoptosis (Fig. 1).
The aim of this reaction is to prevent the pathogen from spreading. This strategy is predominantly used
against biotrophic pathogens since necrotrophs would use it for their advantage 1. Immune signalling
against necrotrophs can be triggered by recognition of toxins or DAMPs such as host cell wall
fragments. The signalling principles of PTI and ETI are similar, ETI usually leads to faster and more
dramatic immune response and often results in programmed cell death. PTI functions as immune
mechanism against wide range of microorganisms in a process called non-host resistance. ETI
components require specific cytoplasmic receptors. Many of those have been identified in recent years.
Structurally and functionally similar receptors involved in immune signalling occur in both plants and
animals1.

Figure 1: Layers of plant innate immunity and its connection with hormone signalling pathways. Local
infection site is recognized and signal is transduced via plant hormone pathways to trigger sytemic acquired
resistance (SAR). PAMPs - Pathogen-associated molecular patterns, PRR - Pattern recognition receptor; PTI PAMP-triggered immunity, R proteins - Resistance proteins, ETS - Effector triggered susceptibility, ETI Effector triggered immunity, ROS - Reactive oxygen species, HR - Hypersensitive response, PR proteins Pathogen related proteins. Modified from7.
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1.1.3. Pattern Recognition Receptors and downstream signalling
The PRRs are plasma membrane located multimeric protein complexes able to bind certain PAMPs
and recruit different cytoplasmic kinases to process downstream signalling. The receptors are
composed of an ectodomain responsible for ligand binding, a single transmembrane domain and an
intracellular kinase domain (Fig. 2)8.
There are several types of ectodomains binding different kind of MAMPs – leucin-rich repeat (LRR)
domains that predominantly bind peptides such as flagellin or bacterial elongation factor Ef-Tu5,
ectodomains containing more lysine motifs binding carbohydrates such as chitin or bacterial
peptidoglycan9, lectin-type PRRs binding lipopolysaccharides or extracellular ATP and receptors with
epidermal-growth factor-like ectodomains binding oligogaracturonides derived from the cell wall10.
Ligand binding results in phosphopylation within the receptor complex that leads to further activation
of ROS burst, calcium burst, activation of cytoplasmic kinase cascades, actin reorganization and
transcriptional reprogramming10. For example, the common PAMP flagellin or its flg22, which is
conserved motif of flagellin consisting of 22 amino acids and is often used in research, is recognized
in plants via plasma membrane receptor complex FLS2 (Flagellin insensitive 2) and induces immune
responses. Flagellin peptide flg22 enters the cell together with the FLS2 receptor complex and further
on is transported to distant organs via closest vascular connections. This is in contrast with transport
mechanisms for other molecules that require membrane transporters11.
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Figure 2: Domain structure of the most important up to date known PRR receptors in A. thaliana. EFR –
EF-Tu receptor, PCRK1 – Pattern-Triggered Immunity Compromised Receptor-like Cytoplasmic Kinase1,
PEPR1/2 – Perception of the Arabidopsis Danger Signal Peptide 1/2, LYK5 – LysM domain receptor-like kinase
5, PBL27 – PBS1-like protein 27, LYM1/3 – LysM domain-containing GPI-anchored protein 1, NLPs –
necrosis and ethylene-inducing peptide 1-like proteins, RLP23/30 – Receptor like protein 23, LPS –
lipopolysachcaride, LORE – lipooligosascharide-specific reduced elicitation, BAK1 – BRI1-associated receptor
kinase 1, also reffered to as SERK3, CERK1 – chitin elicitor receptor kinase 1, LRR – leucin-rich repeat, RLPs
– receptor-like protein, SOBIR1 – supressor of BIR1-1, BIK1 – Botrytis induced kinase 1, RLCK – Receptorlike cytoplasmic kinase. Modified from10.

1.1.4. Phytohormones involved in stress signalling
Phytohormones are small molecules with vital regulatory functions in all aspects of plant life
processes. Similarly to animal hormones they act in low concentrations but are less specific and no
special glands or tissues are responsible for their production. The same compound causes different
effects and final reaction depends on concentration ratio of several different phytohormones. They
participate in growth regulation and development, reproduction and reactions to biotic and abiotic
stresses12.
Plant immune signalling involves several hormones. The main defence hormones are salicylic acid
(SA) and jasmonic acid (JA). Other hormones such as ethylene (ET), abscisic acid (ABA), gibberellins
(GA), auxins, cytokinins (CKs) and brassinosteroids (BRS) modulate defence signalling indirectly or
to a lesser extent (Fig. 3). Regulation of concentration ratio of different hormones impacts stress
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adaptation. The final ratio and timing is crucial for the resulting resistance or susceptibility of the
infected tissue. The onset of immune response usually slows down plant growth. Antagonistic and
synergistic action of hormones allows plants to balance effectively their nutrient sources and regulate
defence reactions on various levels at the same time13.
The SA pathway is predominantly activated as a response to biotrophic pathogens whilst the JA
pathway is triggered by necrotrophs. The two pathways are generally known to act antagonistically.
This antagonistic effect was documented in Arabidopsis thaliana inoculated with avirulent bacterial
strain of Pseudomonas syringae. The activation of SA pathway supressed JA signalling which
subsequently resulted in increased susceptibility to necrotrophic fungus Alternaria brassicicola12.
Another study mentioned induction of SA pathway by a biotrophic pathogen Hyaloperonospora
arabidopsidis which led to increased vulnerability to Pieris rapae catterpillars14. The JA pathway is
also able to supress the SA pathway. The haemibiotroph P. syringae produces phytotoxin coronatine
which is structurally similar to bioactive derivate of JA, jasmonoyle-isoleucine. This phytotoxin is able
to suppress SA signalling and thus increase hosts susceptibility to P. syringae 15.
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Figure 3: Involvement of main groups of phytohormones in stress signalling ABA – absciscic acid, CAT1
– catalase, SAR – systemic acquired resistance, GAs – gibberellins, ROS – reactive oxygen species, PR1, PR2
– pathogenesis releted genes 1 and 2, SA – salicylic acid, WRKY70 – transcription factor WRKY DNA-binding
protein 70, MPK4 – mitogen activated protein kinase 4, PDF1.2 – plant defensin 1.2, BRs – brassinosteroids,
BRI1 – brassinosteroid-insensitive 1 receptor, FLS2 – flagellin-sensitive receptor, BAK1 – BRI1-associated
receptor kinase, OPR3 – 12-oxophyto-dienoate reductase, ACC synthase - 1-aminopropane-1-carboxylic acid
synthase, JA – jasmonic acid, ET – ethylene, Aux – auxin, IAA – indole-3-acetic acid, TIR1 – Transport
inhibitor response 1, ARFs – auxin responsive factors, pm – plasmatic membrane. Modified from7.

Apart from the antagonistic effect of the SA and JA pathways there is also evidence of their synergistic
actions. Treatment of tobacco plants with low concentration of SA and JA simultaneously led to
transcription of defence genes responding to JA (PDF1.2) and SA (PR1) simultaneously. When higher
concentrations were applied antagonistic action was observed which suggests that resulting effect
relies on the concentration ratio 16.
Other hormones contributing to the immune response are auxins which act synergistically with the JA
pathway. Auxin treament led to expression of the JA-regulated genes, SA supresses expression of the
genes that respond to auxin. Final result of treatment with auxin is usually increased resistance to
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biotrophs17. Abscisic acid (ABA) mediates mainly abiotic stress signalling. In biotic stress signalling
it plays a role of negative regulator since it supresses induction of SA- and JA- responsive genes 17.
1.1.5. Salicylic acid biosynthesis and signalling
Salicylic acid is a phenolic compound biosynthesized in plants via two major pathways – the
isochorismate pathway and phenylalanine pathway. Both biosynthetic pathways originate from
shikimate that is converted to chorismate (Fig. 4). Then chorismate can be either converted to
phenylalanine or isochorismate. In the first case, phenylalanine is transformed into trans-cinnamic acid
by phenylalanine amonium lyase (PAL). Trans-cinnamic acid is then converted to benzoic acid. The
enzyme responsible for the catalysis of this reaction has not been described up to date. Benzoic acid is
afterwards hydroxylated to bioactive SA by benzoic acid 2-hydroxylase (BA2H)18. The other
biosynthetic pathway continues with conversion of isochorismate by the isochorismate synthase (ICS)
and subsequently to SA by isochorismate pyruvate lyase (IPL) (Fig. 4). There are two isoforms of the
ICS gene in A. thaliana but the IPL gene has not been characterized in plants yet. This pathway is
responsible for synthesizing the vast majority of stress-related SA in A. thaliana19. Recent study
showed that A. thaliana peroxidase PRXR1 exhibits IPL-like activity when expressed in E. coli20.
Isochorismate produced by ICS enzymes can be also processed by cytosolic amidotransferase avrPphB
SUSCEPTIBLE 3 (PBS3) yielding isochorismoyl-glutamate A which can either spontaneously
degrade into SA and N-pyruvoylglutamate or this reaction can be catalyzed by ESP1, a pyruvoylglutamate lyase21,22.
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Figure 4: Biosynthetic pathways of salicylic acid. SA in plants is biosynthesized via two main pathways:
Isochorismate pathway comprising the isochorismate synthase (ICS) and phenylalanine pathay comprising the
phenylalanine ammonia-lyase (PAL). BA2H – benzoicacid-2-hydroxylase, IPL – isochorismate pyruvate-lyase.
Modified from23.

The main up to date known component of SA signalling is nuclear transcription regulator NPR1
(Nonexpressor of pathogenesis related 1). SA mediates NPR1 action via controlling its protein level.
NPR1 interacts with transcription factors of the TGA family24. Recently, proteins NPR3 and NPR4
were identified as SA receptors with different binding affinity. The NPR3 and NPR4 target NPR1 for
ubiquitination and degradation upon high (NPR3) or low (NPR4) SA level25. NPR1 is functional in
intermediate SA concentration suggesting that SA gradient is crucial for correct signalling 26 (Fig. 5).
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Figure 5: Salicylic acid signal transduction. (A) Under low SA concetnration the C-terminal transactivation
domain of NPR1 (Nonexpresser of PR genes 1) is inhibited by the the N-terminal BTB/POZ domain thus
keeping NPR1 inactive. SA binds to NPR1 via Cys521/529 and copper ion that initiates conformation change of
NPR1 resulting in its activation. (B) NPR1 accumulation is regulated by SA via receptors NPR3 (Nonexpresser
of PR genes 3) and NPR4 Nonexpresser of PR genes 4) in SA concentration dependent manner. NPR3 and
NPR4 directly bind SA. In case of low SA, NPR4 directs NPR1 for degradation through the 26S proteasome.
When SA levels are intermediate, the NPR1 protein accumulates and regulates transcription of SA-dependent
genes. High SA concentration triggers the NPR3-mediated NPR1 degradation. Intermediate SA levels are
required for transcriptional reprogramming. Modified from27.

ICS expression is induced locally and systemically by pathogen infection in A. thaliana19. Several
transcription factors that regulate the ICS transcription have been identified up to date: SARD1,
CBPg60, WRKY28, EIN3 (Ethylene insensitive 3) or ANAC019 28,29,25. Increased expression of ICS1
leads to SA accumulation which causes elevated expression of NPR1 which is responsible for further
SA-dependent downstream signalling. NPR1 also negatively regulates expression of ICS130. The npr1 mutants accumulated higher levels of the ICS1 transcript and SA levels itself than wild type plants.
The mechanism of action of NPR1 has ot been fully elucidated yet, members of the WRKY family
might be involved30.
Levels of bioactive SA must be tightly regulated throughout the plant organism. The SA molecule can
be modified by glycosylation, methylation and amino acid conjugation. Two main SA metabolites are
SA-glucoside (SAG) and methyl salicylate (MeSA). SAG is formed by SA glucosyltransferase and
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allows the inactive product of SA to be stored in vacuole18. The methylation is catalyzed by BA/SA
carboxyl methyltransferase 1 (BSMT) to form MeSA which is suggested signal for systemic acquired
resistance (SAR)31.
1.1.6. Jasmonic acid biosynthesis and signalling
Jasmonic acid, its methylester (MeJA) and isoleucine conjugate (Ja-Ile) are collectively known as
jasmonates and have been identified as stress regulators. Apart from this main function they also
participate in processes as regulation of stomatal opening, Rubisco biosynthesis inhibition or uptake
of nitrogen and phosphorus32.
Majority of JA is synthesized via the octadecene pathway starting from α-linolenic acid and the
hexadecane pathway that begins with hexadecatrienoic acid33 (Fig. 6). The biosynthesis takes place in
three different compartments: the chloroplast, peroxisome and cytoplasm. The oxo-phytodienoic acid
(OPDA) is synthesized in chloroplast and subsequently converted to JA in peroxisome. JA is
metabolized into MeJA, Ja-Ile, cis-jasmone or 12-hydroxyjasmonic acid in cytoplasm34.
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Figure 6: Jasmonic acid biosynthesis starting from α-linolenic acid. The biosynthetic pathway begins with
α-linolenic acid oxygenation by lipoxygenase 2 (LOX2) forming a 13S-hydroperoxy linolenic acid (13-HPOT)
that is further processed by allene oxide synthase (AOS) producing 12,13(S)-epoxy-octadecatrienoic acid
(12,13-EOT). The oxo-phytodienoic acid (OPDA) is produced from 12,13-EOT by 12-oxophyto-dienoate
reductase (OPR3). OPDA undergoes β-oxidation into JA. JA can be further metabolized into jasmonylisoleucin
(JA-Ile), methyljasmonate (MeJA) or jasmonyl-aminocyclopropane carboxylic acid (JA-ACC). Modified
from35.
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JA signalling pathway is composed of several components. The F-box protein COI1 (Coronatine
insensitive 1) is assembled into a complex with the SCF E3 ubiquitin ligase36. Upon JA signalling the
F-box protein forms a complex with target proteins that are subsequently degraded by 26S
proteasome37.
The JAZ (Jasmonate ZIM-domain) proteins are major component of the JA signalling mechanism.
They contain two main conserved domains: the ZIM domain and the Jas domain38. The ZIM domain
mediates dimerization of the JAZ proteins and its interaction with NINJA (Novel interactor of JAZ)
proteins. NINJA recruits transcriptional co-supressor TPL (TOPLESS) via the EAR (Ethylene
responsive element binding factor-associated Amphiphilic Repression) domain. It also competes with
MED25 (Mediator25) for the interaction with MYCs transcription factors39. The Jas domain mediates
interaction between JAZ proteins and COI1 or other transcription factors40 (Fig. 7).

Figure 7: JA signal transduction. JA-responsive transcription factors are repressed by JAZ proteins and corepressors NINJA and TOPLESS (TPL). In the presence of jasmonyl-isoleucine (Ja-Ile) the repressor complex
is directed for degradation by 26S-proteasome. Modified from41.

COI1, JAZ and MYC are the core components of JA signalling. The JAZ form complexes with specific
transcription factors and regulate multiple downstream responses42. The bioactive form of JA is the
jasmonyl-isoleucine (JA-Ile). JA-Ile concentration regulates formation of the COI-JAZ complexes43.
The concentration of JA-Ile increases upon wounding, insect feeding or nectrotrophic pathogen attack.
The signal is percieved by the COI1 protein in complex with SCF. This complex directs the JAZ
proteins for ubiquitination and degradation. Downstream signalling transcription factors such as
MYCs can be released afterwards40.
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The MYC transcription factors participate in negative regulation of gene expression in cell cycle and
contribute to plant growth inhibition. They form a complex with the JAZ proteins in JA signal
transduction process 42. Complex of JAZ-MYC regulates concentration of defence compounds41.
1.1.7. Cytokinin biosynthesis and signalling
Cytokinin biosynthesis begins with conversion of AMP and dimethylallylpyrophosphate (DMAPP) to
active cytokinin molecule (N6-(δ2-isopentenyl)adenosine-5'-monophosphate). The reaction is
catalyzed by isopentenyltransferase IPT44. The genome of A. thaliana contains 9 isoforms of the IPT
gene with particular importance of isoforms AtIpt2 and AtIpt9 for cis-zeatin biosynthesis. Disruption
of these two isoforms led to decrease in cis-zeatin production while disruption of the other seven genes
resulted in decreased level of trans-zeatin and its metabolites45. Tissue specific expression of several
AtIPT isoforms was reported which specifies the most likely sites of cytokinin production46,47.
The isoprenoid chain of isopentenyl and trans-zeatin (tZ) is mainly acquired from the DMAPP
produced from methylerythritol phosphate (MEP) pathway in plastids of A. thaliana. The product is
called the isopentenyl ribotide and is further hydroxylated to trans-zeatin48 (Fig. 8). The initial reaction
produces iPRTP (Isopentenyladenosine-5'-triphosphate) and iPRDP (Isopentenyladenosine-5'diphosphate) that are hydroxylated to trans-zeatin by cytochrome P450 enzymes CYP735A1 and
CYP735A247. The active forms of cytokinines are the free bases produced from the cytokinin ribotides.
The release is catalyzed by the LONELY GUY (LOG) enzyme family. There are seven LOG isoforms
in A. thaliana genome49. LOG7 and LOG4 are mainly active in the shoot apical meristem and LOG3
and LOG4 in roots50. On the other hand, the isoprenoid chain of cis-zeatin (cZ) is mainly synthesized
by the mevalonate (MVA) pathway. Mevalonate is converted to isopentenyl pyrophosphate (IPP) by
cytokinin synthetase51.
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Figure 8: Cytokinin biosynthesis. The isoprenoid side chain of iP and tZ is mainly synthesized via the MEP
pathway, whereas in cZ it mostly comes from the MVA pathway. Adenosine phosphate-isopentenyltransferases
(IPTs) utilize ATP and ADP and dimethylallylpyrophosphate (DMAPP), producing isopentenylribosidetriphospate (iPRTP) or -diphosphate (iPRDP). The CK-nucleotides are converted into the corresponding tZnucleotides by CYP735A. Dephosphorylation by phosphatase may occur in those di- or tri-phosphorylated CKnucleosides. In A. tumefaciens infected cells Tmr encoded by the bacterium mediates N-prenylation of AMP
with HMBDP (4-hydroxy-3-methyl-but-2-enyl diphosphate), producing tZRMP (dashed arrow line). The
tRNA-IPTs catalyze prenylation of tRNA that leads to the production of cZRMP. The CK-nucleoside 50 monophosphates are directly catalyzed to active form (free-base form) CKs by LOG. cZ and tZ may be
enzymatically interconverted by zeatin cis–trans isomerase. The genes of enzymes involved in phosphorylation
of iPR and conjugation of phosphoribosyl moieties to iP are adenosine kinase (AK) and adenine
phosphoribosyltransferase (APRT), respectively. APRT utilizes not only iP but also other CK nucleobases.
Modified from51.

Cytokinin signalling mechanism involves two main components: a membrane localized sensor kinase
and a response regulator that can directly regulate transcription of the target genes. The signal
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transduction occurs via transphosphorylation of a His residue of the sensor kinase and an Asp residue
of the regulator element52. Plant histidine kinase receptors (HKs) contain extracytosolic region with a
conserved hormone-binding CHASE domain (cyclases/histidine kinases-associated sensing
extracellular), at least two transmembrane domains and a cytosolic region with a histidine kinase
domain, a canonical receiver domain, and a diverged receiver domain unlikely to function in
phosphotransfer53,54,55. The receptors are predominantly localized in ER with the CHASE domain
oriented inside the ER membrane. The site of cytokinin binding is the ER lumen56,57,58. Lower number
of the receptors can be also found on the plasma membrane59.
After binding of the cytokinin the His residue of the CHASE domain transfers phosphate signal to the
Asp residue of the receiver domain and downstream to AHP and type-B RR proteins (described
further)60 (Fig. 9). The downstream AHPs show no enzymatic activity but they act as phospho-donors
for efficient RR protein phosphorylation61. They have a conserved Cys residue that can be Snitrosylated by nitric oxide which inhibits the signalling. The nitrosylation inhibits the phosphotransfer
activity resulting in lower ability to receive a phosphate from the AHK and transfer the phosphate to
the RRs62. Pseudo-histidine phosphotransfer proteins (PHPs) have been also identified in plants as
negative regulators of the cytokinin signalling60.
The phosphate signal is transfered by the kinases to the RR proteins which are of two types in plants:
type-A RRs and type-B RRs. The Type-B RRs are vital for the first transcription response to cytokinin
signal63,64. They have a receiver domain and a large C-terminal extesion that includes a Myb-like DNAbinding domain. The rate of turnover is partly regulated by an E3-ubiquitin ligase complex including
the KISS ME DEADLY (KMD) F-box proteins65. Type-A RRs act as negative regulators. Their
trascription is induced in response to cytokinin by the type-B RRs66,67,68. Cytokinins also stabilizes
many type-A RRs in a phosphorylation-dependent manner69. They are responsive to other hormonal
stimuli as well. The regulation of their expression by interefering of other signalling pathways can
modulate cytokinin sensitivity in different tissues. The mechanism of regulation is not well described
up to date60.
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Figure 9: Cytokinin signal transduction. Cytokinin binds to CRE1 (Cytokinin response 1), and possibly other
His kinase–like proteins such as AHK2 and AHK3 (Arabidopsis histidin kinase 2/3), within the CHASE
domain. The binding of cytokinin causes autophosphorylation on a histidine activates the transmitter domain
(blue), which autophosphorylates on a His (H). With a series of transphosphorylations the signal is transferred
to an AHP (Arabidopsis histidine phosphotransfer) protein, which translocates to the nucleus, where it activates
type-B ARR receptors. The activated type-B ARRs induce transcription of the type-A ARRs, which feed back
to inhibit their own transcription. PhyB – Phytochrome B, D – Aspartate residue. Modified from70.

Exogenous treatment with cytokinins reduces susceptibility of A. thaliana to biotrophic pathogen H.
arabidopsidis and haemibiotrophic P. syringae71,72. Mutants in cytokinin receptors AHK2 and AHK3
were no longer resistant to the infection. Plants overexpressing biosynthetic IPT gene show increased
levels of endogenous cytokinins and reduced P. syringae infection rate72. Enhaned defence gene
expression and callose deposition was observed in the IPT-overexpressing mutants72,71. Cytokinins
alone did not induce defence reactions so in this context their role in immunity can be observed as
priming agents73. Similar effect was observed in other pathosystems: N. benthamiana x P. syringae,
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Oryza sativa x Magnaporthe oryzae74,75. Increased resistance to viruses and nematodes was also
reported76,77.
Cytokinins contribute to enhancing immune reactions against biotrophic pathogens. The cytokinininduced immunity is mainly connected with SA signalling78, although there is evidence of SAindependent immunity activation: SA hydroxylase NahG expressed in tobacco did not alter the
protectvie effect of cytokinin against P. syringae. Production of antimicrobial phytoalexins in plants
is activated by cytokinin treatment 74. Specific SA-pathway signalling components are involved in the
cytokinin-dependent immunity. Regulators of cytokinin signalling ARR2 type-B directly interact with
SA-responsive transcription factor TGA3 and the NPR1 receptor. This leads to PR1 expression.
Negative regulators of cytokinin signalling, the type-A ARRs, suppress SA-dependent defence gene
expression71. ROS production also plays a role in the regulation of immunity induction by cytokinins78.
There is also evidence of so-called cytokinin-induced susceptibility which is usually associated with
low levels of cytokinin content in plants71. Exogenous application of low concentration of cytokinins
led to induced susceptibility to H. arabidopsidis or powdery mildew71,79.
1.1.8. Auxin biosynthesis and signalling
The most important biosynthetic pathway in plants is the indolepyruvate (IPyA, IPA) pathway. It
involves two-step conversion of tryptophan into IAA (Fig. 10). The first step is catalyzed by tryptophan
aminotransferases (TAAs). There are three TAA isoforms in A. thaliana. An unstable intermediate
indole-3-pyruvate (IPyA) is produced from tryptophan in the reaction catalyzed by TAAs80.
Inactivation of these enzymes leads to massive reduction of endogenous auxin levels accompanied by
developmental defects81. The IPyA is subsequently converted into IAA by the YUC monooxygenase
genes (YUC, YUCCA). There are 11 YUC genes in A. thaliana genome suggesting high redundancy
in function or tissue-dependent regulation possibility82,83. Overexpression of the YUC genes led to
auxin overproduction80,84. The YUC genes are also involved in the tryptamine (TAM) pathway where
they convert tryptamine to N-hydroxytryptamine. Another plant biosynthetic pathway converts
tryptophan into indole-3-acetonitrile (IAN). The pathway begins with conversion of tryptophan into
indole-3-acetaldoxime (IAOx). The reaction is catalyzed by the cytochrome P450 enzymes CYP79B2
and CYP79B3. IAOx is converted to IAN which is processed by nitrilases into IAA85.
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Figure 10: Auxin biosynthesis in plants. Auxin biosynthesis in plants begins with tryptophan synthesized
from indole. The tryptamine pathway (TAM) begins with conversion of tryptophan by TAAs and subsequently
hydroxylation by the YUCCA enzymes. The IAOx (Indole-3-acetaldoxime) pathway comprises cytochrome
P450 enzymes CYP79B2/B3 producing IAOx which is converted to IAN (Indole-3-acetonitrile). The IAN is
converted into IAA by nitrilases. The IPA (Indole-3-pyruvate) pathway in plants involves TAAs, YUCCAs and
IADs (Indole-3-acetaldehyde dehydrogenases). IAA might be also synthesized by tryptophan independent
pathways originating either from indole or indole-glycerolphosphate. Glucosinolate (IG) synthesis is derived
from the IAOx pathway. NHT – N-hydroxytryptamine; NIE – nitro-2-indolyl-ethane. Modified from85.

Auxin is transported into the cell via the AUX1 transporters. In the nucleus auxin binds to TIR1/AFB
receptors and activates transcription via ubiquitination of Aux/IAA transcription repressors. Auxin
also releases repressors ETT (Auxin response transcription factor 3) from ARF3 and other transcription
factors such as IND. This leads to transcription reprogramming and developmental changes. Receptor
complex of TIR1/AFB-Aux/IAA can also reside in cytoplasm where it regulates Ca 2+ influx and
contributes to root growth inhibition86 (Fig. 11). The endocytosis of the PIN auxin transporters is
another level of regulation of auxin signalling87.
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Figure 11: Auxin signal transduction. Auxin responsive elements (AREs) of auxin-responsive genes are
bound to auxin responsive factors (ARFs). The Aux/IAAs transcription repressors interact with ARFs and TPLs
to prevent gene transcription. Auxin facilitates the interactions between Aux/IAAs and F-box proteins of the
TIR1/AFB family. These F-box proteins are part of an SCF-type E3 ubiquitin protein ligase complex that
transfers activated ubiquitin (Ub) from an E1/E2 enzyme system. Polyubiquitination of the Aux/IAAs results in
their degradation which releases the repression of ARFs. Modified from88.

Pathogen infection affects auxin homeostatis and auxin-responsive gene expression. Downregulation
of most auxin-responsive genes was reported upon infection with Botrytis cinerea89. Similar case was
reported in cotton infected with Fusarium oxysporum90. Repression of auxin signalling leads to A.
thaliana resistance to P. syringae91. SA treatment represses auxin signalling pathways as a part of
disease resistance mechanism. Increased level of Aux/IAA was observed after SA analog treatment 92.
This may point to repression of auxin-responsive genes. JA biosynthetic genes are also downregulated
upon IAA treatment 93. Auxin responsive genes GH3 play a role in plant defence. Overexpresison of
gene GH3.5 results in elevated SA accumulation and PR1 expression. Mutant gh3.5 showed
compromised resistance and overexpresison of GH3.8 enhanced resistance of rice to Xanthomonas
oryzae94,95.
1.1.9. Ethylene biosynthesis and signalling
Ethylene levels increase in stressed plants. The increase leads to growth inhibition and delayed
flowering. Ethylene is biosynthesized from ACC (1-amino1-aminocyclopropane-1 carboxylic acid).
The ACC is formed by the ACC synthase (ACS). ACC is then oxidised by ACC oxidase (ACO) (Fig.
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12). Both of these enzymes occur in large families in plants and different isoforms are responsive to
different kinds of internal and external stimuli96.

Figure 12: Ethylene biosynthesis. Methionine is converted to S-adenosyl-methionine (SAM) by SAM
synthetase using ATP. SAM is converted to 1-aminocyclopropane-1-carboxylic acid (ACC) by ACC synthase
(ACS). The reaction also releases 5′-methylthioadenosine (MTA), which is recycled back to methionine. ACC
is oxidized by ACC oxidase (ACO) to produce ethylene, CO2 and HCN. Modified from96.

The key molecule of ethylene signalling is a negative regulator CTR1 (Constitutive triple response 1).
CTR1 inhibits gene expression in the absence of ethylene. Binding of ethylene to its receptor that is
localized in the ER and Golgi apparatus inactivates the receptor EIN2 and CTR197. When CTR1 is
inhibited, EIN2 is released and acts as positive regulator of ethylene signalling. EIN3 and EIL1
(Ethylene insensitive 3-like 1) are transcription factors further downstream in the signalling pathway.
They act as positive regulators of expression of the ethylene responsive transcription factors (ERFs)
that results in ethyelene-mediated stress response. ERF-activity is involved in the immune signalling
(Fig. 13)98.
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Figure 13: Ethylene signal transduction. The ethylene receptors ETR1, ETR2, ERS1, ERS2, EIN4, are
located in the membrane of endoplasmic reticulum (ER). The receptors activate kinase domain of downstream
signalling component CTR1 which phosphorylates the EIN2 C-terminal domain (CEND). Phosphorylated EIN2
is targeted by ETP1/2 (Ethylene insensitive 2 targeting protein 1/2) for proteosomal degradation and thus does
not transduce signal. In the nucleus, the Ethylene insensitive 3 binding F-box1 (EBF1) and EBF2 target the
EIN3/EIL1 transcription factors for proteasomal degradation, preventing induction of gene transcription.
Ethylene binding inactivates ethylene receptor signalling. The levels of ERS1 and other ethylene receptor
isoforms increase, CTR1 levels increase and protect the ETR1 receptor from proteolysis. The EIN2 is no longer
phosphorylated and the CEND moves to the where it regulates proteosomal degradation of EBF1/2.
Subsequently it causes stabilization and accumulation of master transcription factors EIN3/EIL1 which activate
the downstream ERF1 transcription factor gene. Modified from99.

1.1.10. Abscisic acid biosynthesis and signalling
ABA biosynthesis draws out from the mevalonate pathway in plastids100. Carotenoids are produced in
the beginning: sequence of condensation reactions catalyzed by geranyl geranyl diphosphate synthase
(GGPPS) adds one isoprene unit at a time yielding C10, C15 and C20 molecules – geranyl geranyl
diphosphate (GGPP). Two GGPP molecules condense head to head producing C40 molecule phytoene.
The reaction is catalyzed by phytoene synthase. Phytoene is desaturated and lycopene is formed; two
enzymes are involved in this process: phytoene desaturase and carotene desaturase. Lycopene can be
further processed either into α-carotene or β-carotene. Only β-carotene is further metabolized into
ABA. β-carotene hydroxylases metabolize low amount of β-carotene into zeaxanthin. Zeaxanthin is
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converted into violaxanthin by zeaxanthin epoxidase (ZEP). ZEP regulation is dependent on drought
in roots but not in leaves in A. thaliana101. The transcript levels fluctuate diurnally but protein levels
do not change massively. The ZEP transcript levels correlate with ABA concentration in seeds
suggesting its regulatory role. Overexpression of ZEP led to increased tolerance to salt and drought
stress102. Trans-neoxanthin (C40 compound) is produced and both compounds – violaxanthin and
neoxanthin are isomerised to cis isomers and cleaved by 9-cis-epoxycarotenoid dioxygenase (NCED).
This reaction yields xanthoxin (C15 compound). NCED expression is responsive to stress,
developmental signals and circadian rhythms. NCEDs occur in large families with different plastid
localization and expression patterns. After this reaction, xanthoxin is released from plastid to
cytoplasm. Xanthoxin is subsequently oxidised to ABA via abscisic aldehyde intermediate. The
reaction chain is catalyzed by short chain dehydrogenase/reductase-like (SDR1) and abscisic aldehyde
oxidase (AAO)103 (Fig. 13). The expression of ABA biosynthetic enzymes differs in different tissues.
For instance, SDR1/ABA2 and AAO3 are only expressed in vascular parenchymes. NCED3 is mainly
expressed in vascular parenchyma104. NCED3 promoter is active also in guard cells105. ABA is
primarily synthesized in vascular tissues and transported to target tissues via both xylem and phloem.
Upon drought stress apoplastic pH increases which results in increased retention of ABA. This causes
reduced transpiration in leaves105. Local production of ABA in leaves can be also induced by changes
in water potential and root drying before the transport from roots occurs106,107.
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Figure 13: Abscisic acid biosynthesis. ABA de novo biosynthesis is catalyzed by a series of enzymes including
zeaxanthin epoxidase (ZEP), ABA deficient 4 (ABA4), 9-cis-epoxycarotenoid dioxygenase (NCED),
Xanthoxin dehydrogenase (ABA2) and Abscisic-aldehyde oxidase AAO3, while ABA degradation is mainly
catalyzed by CYP707A and the products are phaseic acid (PA) and and dihydrophaseic acid (DPA). The UDPglucosyltransferase UGT71C5/B6/B7/B8 modify ABA to ABA-glucose ester, while the glycosyl hydrolase
AtBG1/2 convert ABA-glucose ester to ABA. Modified from108.

Abscisic acid signalling pathway involves receptors described as „Pyrabactin Resistant/Pyrabactin
Resistant-Like/Regulatory Component of ABA Response” (PYR/PYL/RCAR), protein phosphatases
2C and SNF1-Related protein kinase 2 (SnRK2)109(Fig. 14). In the process of stress signalling ABA
interacts with JA and SA signalling pathways. Stomatal closure upon flg22 perception involves ABAmediated response. At the same time SA-defence pathway is triggered. Bacterial pathogen P. syringae
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further on is able to secrete structural analogue of JA – coronatine – that causes stomatal reopening.
Due to its effects coronatine can be denoted as an effector. It stimulates JA biosyntesis via Jai1
(Jasmonate insensitive 1) which downregulates the expression of SA-related PR1 gene and induces
expression of the MYC2 transcription factors related to wounding110. Protein NOG1-2 stimulates
stomatal closure during abiotic stress. N. bethamiana nog1-2 mutant is more susceptible to bacterial
infection since it is unable to close the stomata.

Figure 14: Abscisic acid signal transduction. PYR/PYL/RCAR, PP2C and SnRK2 form a complex. In
unstressed plant, PP2C negatively regulates SnRK2 by direct interactions and dephosphorylation of of SnRK2.
ABA binds PYR/PYL/RCAR and interacts with PP2C to inhibit its phosphatase activity. Subsequently SnRK2
is released from PP2C-dependent regulation and phosphorylates transcription factors AREB/ABF or membrane
proteins involving ion channels. Modified from111.

The expression of plant defensin PDF1.2 gene, that is a typical marker of wounding and induction of
the JA pathway, is upregulated by NOG1-2 in the presence of ABA, thereby it is pressumed that ABA
signalling closely interacts mainly with the JA signalling pathway110.
1.1.11. Brassinosteroid biosynthesis and signalling
Brassinosteroids (BRS) are steroidal hormones and play essential role in plant growth. At least 69
different molecules with typical BRS structure and activity have been identified up to date in various
plant and algal species. The most biologically active compounds are brassinolide and castasterone 112.
Brassinosteroid biosynthetic pathways originate from triterpenoid molecules. Different plant sterols
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such as cholesterol, campesterol and sitosterol can be processed as precurosrs for 28-norbrassinolide,
brassinolide and 28-homobrassinolide. First, squalene is cyclized into cycloartenol (Fig. 15)113, then
BRS biosynthesis is catalyzed by various members of the cytochrome P450 group. The main pathways
are so-called early C-6 and late C-6 oxidation pathways, however different modifications and interpathway interactions are possible due to the activity of DWF4 enzyme113.

Figure 15: Brassinosteroid biosynthesis The three major biosynthetic pathways starting from campesterol are
shown. The early C-22 oxidation pathway (yellow) hydroxylates C-22

by DWF4 and is campestanol-

independent. There are two campestanol (CN)-dependent pathways: the early and late C-6 oxidation routes. The
early C-6 oxidation route (green) undergoes C-6 oxidation ahead of C-22 oxidation. The late C-6 oxidation
pathway hydroxylates C-22 ahead of C-6 oxidation (purple)113.
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Brassinosteroid signalling pathway in A. thaliana involves membrane receptor BRI1 (Brassinosteroid
insensitive 1) that directly binds BRS. BRI1 is a LRR-RLK protein114. A molecule of brassinosteroid
binds to the extracellular domain of BRI1 that triggers formation of receptor complex BRI1/BAK1
(Brassinosteroid insensitive 1-associated receptor kinase 1, also known as SERK3). This triggers
downstream phosphorylation cascade115 that results in activation of transcription factors BZR1
(Brassinazole resistant 1) and BES1 (BRI1-EMS-suppressor 1)116. The BZR1/BES1 are
phosphorylated and inactivated by BIN2 kinase (Brassinosteroid insensitive 2) in absence of a BRS
molecule. There are also homologues of the main functional BRI1 receptor named BRL1, BRL2 and
BRL3 (BRI1-like 1,2 and 3). BRL1 and BRL3 can bind steroid molecules, BRL2 does not seem to
have such activity117. Unlike BRI1 which is expressed ubiquitiously in roots, the BRLs are expressed
only in some specific tissues. BRL1 and BRL3 were found in vascular stem cells117,118,119. Both BRL1
and BRL3 can form a complex with BAK1118(Fig. 16). This suggests that BRI1 and BRLs are able to
form different receptor complex in order to maintain specific downstream signalling cascades, that in
case of the BRLs remain largely unknown120.
The role of BRs in plant defence is less well understood, however there is increasing evidence of BRs
signalling being important for plant immunity. A positive but variable effect of exogenous BL
application on tobacco and rice on resistence against distinct leaf pathogens was observed121. BR
application also protects barley from several Fusarium species. In contrast to these studies, there is
evidence of negative regulation of disease progress in plants. Exogenous BL did not alter resistance of
A. thaliana against P. syringae or A. brassicicola122. BL pretreatment resulted in susceptibility of rice
to root pathogens Pythium graminicola and Meloidogyne graminicola123,124. It has been also suggested
that P. graminicola hijacks plant BR signalling to promote infection123. BRs signalling pathways seem
to work as an innate regulator of the trade-off 125.
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Figure 16: Brassinosteroid signal transduction. In the absence of brassinosteroids BKI1 (BRI1 kinase
inhibitor 1) associated with serine/threonine protein kinases CDG1 and BSKs

interacts with BRI1

(Brassinosteroid insensitive 1) preventing it from forming a complex with BAK1 (BRI1-associated receptor
kinase 1). Transcription factors BZR1 (Brassinazole resistant 1) and BES1 (BRI1-EMS-suppressor 1) are
phosphorylated by BIN2 (Brassinosteroid insensitive 2) kinase and expelled from the nucleus. Brassinosteroid
molecule binds to BRI1 receptor kinase which leads to auto- and trans-phosphorylation of BKI1 and BAK1.
BKI1 dissociates from BRI1, which forms dimeric complexes with BAK1. The heterodimeric complex
transduce signal via CDG1 and BSKs. CDG1 and BSKs activate protein phosphatase BSU1 which inhibits
BIN2. Transcription factors BZR1 and BES are no longer inhibited by BIN2 and regulate gene transcription.
Modified from113.

1.1.12. Gibberellin biosynthesis and signalling
Gibberellins (GAs) were originally identified in fungus Gibberella fujikuroi and later on even in many
plant and bacterial species125. GA biosynthesis begins with geranyl geranyl diphosphate (GGDP) that
is synthesized from isopentenyl diphosphate126. Isoprenoid molecules are synthesized either via the
mevalonate pathway or themethyl erythritol (MEP) pathway. GGDP is cyclized via ent-copalyl
diphosphate intermediate. Resulting coumpound, ent-kaurene, is then oxidised at C-19 to form
kaurenoic acid. This compound is further oxidised to the ent-7α-hydroxykaurenoic acid. Final
oxidation yields GA12-aldehyde. This pathway in plants involves ent-copalyl-diphosphate-synthase
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(CPS) and ent-kaurene synthase (KS)127. GA12-aldehyde is converted to GA12, which is hydroxylated
on C-13, forming GA53. Both the compounds are substrates for oxidation on C20. Resulting
compounds are GA9 and GA20128. The final step to generate bioactive GAs in plants is hydroxylation
at 3b position129 (Fig. 17).
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Figure 17: Gibberellin biosynthesis. Biosynthetic pathways described in fungi (blue), plants (green) and
bacteria (yellow). Bioactive GAs are shown in a purple box. GGDP – geranylgeranyl diphosphate, CPS – entcopalyl diphosphate synthase, CPP – ent-copalyl diphosphate, KS – ent-kaurene synthase, CPS/KS –
bifunctional terpene cyclase, KA – ent-kaurene, KO – ent-kaurene oxidase, KAO – ent-kaurenoic acid oxidase,
13ox - 13 oxidase, 20ox – 20-oxoglutarate-dependent dioxygenase, 3ox – 3 oxidase, P450-1 – cytochrome P450
monooxygenase 1, P450-3 – cytochrome P450 monooxygenase 3. Modified from129.
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GAs stimulate plant growth and development by causing degradation of DELLA stranscription factors.
The pathway was first described in rice. GA receptor GID1 (GA insensitive dwarf 1) binds GAs and
its N-terminal lid domain interacts with a specific DELLA protein, SLENDER RICE 1 (SLR1) 130,131.
The formed complex is polyubiquitinylated by GID2 (GA insensitive dwarf 2) and degraded132. A.
thaliana posseses similar pathway: there are three receptors GID1a, GID1b and GID1c, five DELLA
proteins RGA, GAI, RGL1, RGL2, and RGL3 and F-box protein SLY1133 (Fig. 18).
The evidence of pathogens interfering with plant GA signalling was first reported in 2005. Rice dwarf
virus capsid protein P2 was shown to interact with ent-kaurene oxidases which resulted in decreased
GA production134. A. thaliana knock-out in four of the five DELLA proteins showed high induction
of SA-dependent defence mechanisms upon haemibiotrophic pathogen attack, decreased JAdependent marker gene PDF1.2 and increased susceptibility to necrotrophic fungus A. brassicicola 135.
These findings suggest that GA signalling rather promotes JA-related defence and suppresses SApathway. Similar case was reported in wheat. Exogenous GA treatment of rice lowered resistance to
haemibiotrophs M. oryzae and X. oryzae

136,137

. Rice plants with deactivated GA accumulation also

showed decreased level of SA and enhanced resistance to M. oryzae and X. oryaze136, suggesting that
compromised GA signalling affects resistance to biotrophs in rice137. Defence against necrotrophic
pathogens can be increased by GAs in rice also123. Collectively the up to date literature shows that GA
signalling contributes to JA-mediated defence and rather represses SA-mediated defence. DELLA
proteins have been reported to affect immunity via controlling cytoskeleton dynamics. DELLAs
physically interact with prefoldin complex, co-chaperone required for tubulin folding. In the absence
of GA DELLAs compromise tubulin heterodimer availabitity137,125.
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Figure 18: Gibberellin signalling pathway. In absence of gibberellin SLR1 (Slender rice 1) inhibits gene
transcription. Gibberellin binds to the GID1 (GA insensitive dwarf 1) protein that interacts with SLR1. The SCF
forms complex with GID2 (GA insensitive dwarf 2)to ubiquitinylate SLR1 which is subsequently degraded by
proteasome and gene transcription is allowed. Modified from138.

1.2. Phospholipid signalling in plant immunity
Phospholipids are found in cell membranes and at the same time they serve as a source of signal
molecules. Their concentration is regulated by lipidkinases and phospholipases which are activated
upon certain stimuli. Phospholipid molecules consist of central molecule of glycerol with two fatty
acid chains and a phosphate group with attached polar group. The polar group can be formed from
choline, inositol, serin and others (Fig. 19). Phospholipids are often localized with membrane
receptors. Receptor activation induces enzyme that cleaves the signal molecule from the
phospholipid139.
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1.2.1. Phospholipases
Phospholipases are enzymes that hydrolyze membrane phospholipids and generate molecules that are
used to transduce stress signal. These molecules include phosphatidic acid, oxylipins, jasmonates or
lysophospholipids140.

Figure 19: Cleavage sites of different phospholipases. Modified from140.

1.2.2. Phospholipase D
Phospholipase D (PLD) hydrolyses membrane phospholipids into phosphatidic acid (PA) and a
headgroup of several types. In plants the PLDs occur in large families141. PLDs are mainly membrane
associated enzymes and require Ca2+ for their activity. Upon stress condition they are allocated to
membranes in concentration-dependent manner and activated142. PLDs are considered to be the main
players in PA signalling along with PLC/DGKs143.
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1.2.2. Phospholipase C
1.2.2.1. Phosphoinositie-specific phospholipase C
Phosphoinositie-specific phospholipase C (PI-PLC) hydrolyses phosphoinositides such as
phosphatidylinositol-4-phosphate (PI4P) or

phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate (PI(4,5)P2)

producing diacylglycerol (DAG) and phosphorylated myo-inositol. DAG si subsequently
phosphorylated to PA and contributes to PA signalling144. The changes in the phosphoinositide levels
may have a signalling function per se145.
1.2.2.2. Non-specific phospholipase C
Non-specific phospholipase C (NPC) hydrolyzes several phospholipids such as phosphatidylcholine
(PC), phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) or phosphatidylglycerol (PG). Products of the reaction are DAG
and certain phoshorylaclohol. The NPCs are not structurally related to PI-PLCs and probably do not
significantly contribute to plant signalling apart from the DAG production146.
1.2.3. Phospholipase A
Phospholipases A (PLAs) cleave many membrane phospholipids producing free fatty acid chain and
and a lysophospholipid. The products can be metabolically active147. The PLAs are divided into two
groups depending on the cleavage site of the fatty acid chain – PLA1 and PLA2. The function of PLA2
has been observed in terms of plant defence and reaction to auxin. Activity of PLA2 can be induced by
yeast elicitors accompanied by other defence reactions such as phytoalexin biosynthesis and
lysophosphatidylcholine productin. The lysophosphatidylcholine production further leads to signal
transduction via pH changes148. No important function in signalling has been reported for PLA1 up
to date149.
1.2.4. Diacylglycerol kinase
Diacylglycerolkinases (DGKs) catalyze phosphorylation of DAG producing PA. DGKs play a key role
in regulation of plant cell processes144 such as cold stress signal transduction150. Inhibition of DGK
activity resulted in growth retardation151 and defence responses152.
1.2.5. PA kinase
PA can be phosphorylated into GDPP by a PA kinase, an enzyme that has not been thoroughly
characterized yet. GDPP plays a role in signal transduction during abiotic stress mediated by
ABA139,153.
1.2.6. PI- and PIP- kinases
The most important enzymes of this class are PI4-kinases and PIP5-kinases producing PI4P and
PI(4,5)P2. They participate in many plant signalling events including stress signalling145. Plant PI453

kinases are classified into type IIIa, type III band type II. Particular role of PI4Kβs in plant immunity
connceted with SA and cytoskeleton would be discussed further in this thesis154.
1.2.7. Lipid phosphatases
Plant lipid phosphatases act together with kinases to maintain equilibrium. Suppressor of actin (SAC)
phosphoinositide phosphatases were shown to play a role in trafficking and vacuolar development.
Lipid phopshate phosphatase dephophorylates PA which leads to signal attenuation. This mechanism
is important in drought stress signalling155.

1.3. Phospholipid signalling in biotic stress
Plant phospholipases play essential role in immunity, particularly PTI. PA levels increase fast after
treatment with chitosan elicitor which implicates participation of PLDs, PLCs and DGKs156.
Accumulation of lysophosphatidylcholine after elicitation with yeast glycoprotein suggests PLA2
involvement148. Other elicitors were shown to inhibit the activity of NPC147. PA accumulates in A.
thaliana upon effector AvrRpm1 and AvrRpt2 sensing157. PLD-mediated accumulation of PA occurs
after wounding suggesting its role in herbivore attack signalling158. Silencing of PLC4 in tomato
weakened HR upon Avr4 recognition. Silencing of PLC6 did not show similar effect, but was required
for signalling mediated by Ve1 and Pto/Prf proteins159.
Quantitative proteomics experiments revealed that during immune reactions certain members of lipid
signalling are induced: DGK5, PLDα1, PLDγ1, PLP2α/pPLA-IIa and SOBER1160. PA seems to act as
an active signalling molecule in the immune response. Exogenous PA or DAG treatment triggers ROS
production and expression of defence-related genes161,162. PA induces phytoalexin accumulation in
tobacco163. Phospholipases were also described to participate during the onset of immunity. PLDγ
accumulates near the infection sites of the powdery mildew fungus164. PLDγ-defficient mutants show
lower resistence to fungal spore penetration. Mutants in pldγ mutants showed lower expression of
chitin-inducible defence genes164. Silencing of PLP1 gene in pepper lowered resistence to
Xanthomonas campestris. Expression of this gene in A. thaliana enhanced resistance, induced ROS
burst and expression of certain defence genes165. Other phospholipase isoforms seem to have different
functions: Suppression of PLDβ1 in rice activated defence-like reactions like ROS and phytoalexin
accumulation and defence-gene expression. This suggest PLDβ1 constitutively represses plant
defence166. Stress hormone signalling is also tightly connected with phospholipid signalling. PLDβ1
enhances JA-mediated defence response to B. cinerea167 while is supresses SA-mediated defence
against P. syringae.
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Phospholipase D-derived PA promotes root hair development under phosphorus deficiency by
suppressing vacuolar degradation of auxin transporter PIN2168.

1.4. Role of salicylic acid in phospholipid signalling
SA stress signalling is tightly connected with various aspects of lipid signalling. SA treatment leads to
increased concentration of phosphoinositides and decrease in PA. SA also inhibits activity of PIPLC146,169. A. thaliana plants treated with n-butanol, a specific modulator of PLD activity, showed
supressed transcription of SA pathway marker genes (PR1 and WRKY 38). The n-butanol treatment
also resulted in decreased nuclear localization of NPR1 170. SA activated PLD 45 min after incubation
with A. thaliana cells171. This event happens upstream of PR1 induction since diversion of PLD activity
with primary alcohol inhibited expression of PR1171. PI-PLC is negatively regulated by SA172.
Expression of AtPLDβ1 was supresed by SA and knock-out of atpldβ1 gene resulted in increased SA
and ROS and enhanced resistence to P. syringae173. PA induces ROS production via activation of
NADPH oxidase RBOHD174, ROS induction can lead to SA concentration induction175. PI4Kβ1 and
β2 and the product of their catalytic activity PI4P negatively regulate SA signalling via modulating
homeostasis of FLS2176. Mutant in pi4kβ1β2 showed induced SA accumulation, ROS production,
constitutive expression of PR1, dwarf phenotype and enhanced resistence to P. syringae177. PI4P can
also indirectly act as negative regulator of SA signalling. PI4P can be converted into PI(4,5)P2 that
activated PLDβ, a negative regulator of SA pathway173.

1.5. Role of actin cytoskeleton in plant immunity
Plant cytoskeleton is an essential component for maintaining plant cell life processes including stress
responses. It is comprised of two main structures – actin filaments and microtubules. This thesis is
focused on the role of actin filaments during immune responses.
The actin cytoskeleton is formed by polymerization of globular (G) actin into filamentous (F) actin.
This polymerization required a large number of different cofactors reffered to as actin-binding
proteins178. Generally the cellular function of actin is to control organelle movement, cell division,
trafficking and endocytosis and thus tight regulation of very rapid actin dynamics and reorganization
is vital179. There are two main roles of plant actin cytoskeleton during immune responses: a) maintainig
of correct signalling events; b) cellular trafficking.
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As far as the signalling is concerned there is evidence of several processes that depend on actin.
Disruption of actin leads to enhanced ROS burst which is a result of activation of the FLS2 receptor
by its flagellin derived ligand flg22180. During both PTI and ETI cytoplasmic receptor turnover needs
to be precisely tuned to maintain correct intensity of defence reactions. This process is regulated by
clathrin-dependent endocytosis which relies on functional actin181. Clathrin-dependent endocytosis is
required also for other important signalling receptors such as EFR or PEPR1/2182,183.
As for the trafficking role plant immunity involves synthesis and transport of various defence
molecules. For instance flg22 treatment induces transcription of FLS2, EFR, BAK1 and RBOHD184.
These components need to be translocated to their sites of action at the plasma membrane which
requires actin cytoskeleton. Another example is the deposition of callose at the cell wall upon pathogen
attack. Callose is a polysaccharide synthesized by callose synthases which need to be transported from
Golgi apparatus to the pathogen-attacked site. This transport event again involves the cytoskeleton.
Disruption of actin cytoskeleton leads to dysfunction of the callose synthases185. However in our
laboratory we have observed contradictive results showing enhanced callose deposition in A. thaliana
seedlings after pharmacological actin disruption154. This work would be later discussed in this thesis.
The deposition of callose is a stress marker which suggest that plant reacts to disrupted actin dynamics.
Another example is relocalization of organelles such as ER and Golgi apparatus to the site of infection
by a biotrophic pathogen H. arabidopsidis simultaneously with rapid remodelling of actin186,187. Plant
cytoskeleton does not only react to the presence of a pathogen but presence of MAMPs was shown to
be sufficient to elicit similar alterations in actin architecture188,189.
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Figure 20: Targeting of actin cytoskeleton by plant pathogens. PAMPs recognition leads to several cellular
signalling events including actin remodelling. The ADF4 protein is involved in actin remodelling associated
with PTI response upon stimulation with elf26 recognized by the EFR receptor and MPK activation induec by
flg22 recognized by the FLS2 receptor. The bacterial effector HopW1 targets actin and alters the endomembrane
trafficking associated with resistance through the actions of both actin and myosin. Modified from190.

Pathogens have also evolved more sophisticated means to target actin cytoskeleton in order to supress
plant immunity (Fig. 20). Several proteins targeting actin were identified in P. syringae: type III
secretion system helper protein HrpZ causes remodeling of actin and microtubules 191. P. syrinage
effector HopG1 induces cytoskeletal reorganization and infection-associated chlorosis. The chlorosis
induction can be partially reduced by co-infiltration with actin stabilizing cytoskeletal drug
jasplakinolide, while Cytochalasin D treatment led to more severe chlorotic symptoms. Infiltration of
either of the drugs only did not cause such effect. The HopG1 gene forms a complex with mitochondria
localized kinesin motor protein and thus indirectly interacts with actin filaments192. Another P.
syringae effector, HopW1 directly disrupts actin cytoskeleton and compromises cellular trafficking.
HopW1 interacts with most of 8 isoforms of plant actin, including ACT7 that is the only isoform
regulated by phytohormones and environmental factors. Dynamic changes of ACT7 may be involved
in plant immunity and related hormone signalling193,194.
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There is also evidence of actin targeting effectors produced by animal pathogens, for example VipA
from Legionella or YopE from Yersinia. These effectors disrupt intracellular trafficking to avoid
immune response and phagocytosis. The mechanisms of action of these effectors may vary: VipA is
an actin nucleator, YopE has Rho GAP activity that disrupts actin filaments 195,196.
Other group of plant proteins involved in immune response connected with cytoskeleton are the actin
depolymerizing factors important for actin filament turnover. Several of those proteins play a role in
immunity. The adf4 (Actin Depolymerizing Factor 4) A. thaliana knock-out mutant has reduced
resistance to P. syringae expressing the AvrPphB effector. This effector is recognized by the RSP5
receptor. The expression of RSP5 is mediated by ADF4. The actin cytoskeleton of uninfected adf4
mutant however is similar to WT197. Another study mentioned ADF from wheat contributing to plant
resistance. The expression of TaADF3 was induced by ABA, drought, cold and virulent Puccinia
striiformis. Gene silencing caused decrease in haustoria formation and penetration rate in both virulent
and avirulent P. striiformis198. Actin filament distribution in epidermal cells was compromised in
TaADF3-knockdown which possibly contributes to attenuating fungal penetration. Thus, these
findings suggest that TaADF3 positively regulates wheat tolerance to abiotic stresses and negatively
regulates wheat resistance to P. syringae in an ROS-dependent manner, possibly underlying the
mechanism of impeding fungal penetration dependent on the actin architecture dynamics199.
Contradictive evidence of the role of actin depolymerizing factors was documented also in wheat.
Virus-induced gene silencing of TaADF3 led to enhanced resistence to avirulent P. striiformis, reduced
ROS burst and hypersensitive response.
Proteins involved in actin assembly were reported to play a role in immunity. Profilin binds some
variants

of membrane phospholipids (phosphatidylinositol

(4,5)-bisphosphate and inositol

trisphosphate). The function of this interaction is the sequestration of profilin in an "inactive" form,
from where it can be released by action of the phospholipase C enzyme. Arabidopsis profilin isoform
AtPRF3 is involed in actin assembly. Upon treatment with elicitor flg22 root growth of prf3 mutant
was more reduced that in WT (intact prf3 mutant grows longer roots than WT). ROS burst was more
pronounced in prf3 mutants after flg22 or elf26 treatment. Similar results were obtained when using
elf26. Transcription level of AtPRF3 in WT reduced 2,5 times upon flg22 treatment while other
isoforms AtPRF1 and AtPRF2 showed slight increase. Simultaneous treatment with flg22 and
Latrunculin B also enhanced ROS burst in prf3 mutants. The prf3 mutants were less resistant to P.
syringae infection while mutants in other isoform, prf1, showed resistance. Opposite functions of
AtPRF3 and other AtPRF isoform seem to provide senstitive regulation of actin assembly in processes
of plant defence180.
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Actin mediated transport of larger structures was also described to be involved in immune response.
Stromules are tubular extensions from chloroplasts with proposed function during innate immunity.
Actin filaments provide anchor points for stromules and the stromules establish conncetion between
chloroplasts and nucleus during infection200 Upon stimulation with plant virus, larger chloroplast
movement around nucleus was observed suggesting another important role of actin cytoskeleton
during immunity201 Protein FORMIN4 contributes to local cytoskeletal dynamics in the process of
forming the cell wall appositions. Cell wall appositions (CWAS) are structures such as papillae that
form first line of plant defence. These complex structures are formed by callose, proteins, various
phenolic compounds and inorganic compounds, especially opal silica and, at least transiently, ROS202.
They are formed to arrest microbial invasion through the local inversion of plant cell growth. Actin–
mediated transport of the structural components is essential for this formation. Deactivation of
FORMIN4 partially alters subsequent defence and F-actin distribution at mature CWAS. FORMIN4
works as a spatial feedback element in cytoskeletal response when CWAS are formed203.
Various cytoskeletal drugs are often used to manipulate the plant cytoskeleton. These commonly used
drugs inlude latrunculins, cytochalasins, oryzaline or jasplakinolide (Fig. 21). Several studies report
effects on plant immunity upon treatment with such compounds. Cytochalasin E increased the
penetration of A. thaliana plants by Colletotrichum species204 and the rate of entry to barley by
Blumeria graminis f. sp. hordei205. Non-host resistance to Erysiphe pisi decreased after treatment with
cytochalasins in barley, wheat, cucumber and tobacco206 as did resistance to B. graminis f. sp. tritici
after cytochalasin E treatment of A. thaliana. Cytochalasin E and latrunculin B induce transcription of
SA-related defence gene PR1 in A. thaliana and N. benthamiana207. Latrunculin B contributes to flg22induced ROS production184. Actin remodelling occurs after elicitation with different MAMPs (chitin,
flg22) and DAMPs (Pep1, oligogalacturonides). Another MAMP elf26 did not induce such response.
The MAMP-induced remodelling requires ROS generated by RBOHD, defence-associated NADPH
oxidase. Perception of flg22 by FLS2 triggers actin remodelling via the activation of RBOHD ROS
production. Treatment with latrunculin B only did not trigger ROS production. Latrunculin
treatment of flg22-induced capping protein mutants did not elevate the ROS burst as in WT184.
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Figure 21: Structure of cytoskeletal drugs used in this thesis.

Another gene recently connected with the role of actin in plant immunity is the ARPC4. ARPC4
disruption impairs actin dynamics during early stage of S. sclerotiorum infection and callose deposition
induced by wounding. Expression of PR1 is constitutively downregulated in arpc4 mutants. Infection
with S. sclerotiorum strongly induces its expression. A. thaliana arpc4 mutants show susceptibility to
S. sclerotiorum, defects in trichomes, epidermal pavement cell morphology and stomatal closure upon
hydrogen peroxide treatment. Also other defence-related genes showed altered expression: PDF1.2
was downregulated in intact mutants with expression further lowered upon infection, PR4 was also
downregulated. This suggests JA pathway is impaired in the arpc4 mutants208. The actin cytoskeleton
is being extensively studied in terms of connection with plant immunity.

1.6. Phytohormones produced by fungi
Phytohormones are small molecules with various regulatory functions in plants. Molecules with
similar structures are also produced by a large variety of other organisms than plants.
1.6.1. Auxins
Auxin molecules generally consist of an aromatic ring and a carboxylic acid group. Although they
were the first plant hormones to be identified, they have been later found to be produced also by a
variety of microorganisms including plant pathogens209. The most common auxin is the indole-3-acetic
acid (IAA) and up to date several microbial biosynthetic pathways were described210. The most
common plant biosynthetic pathways were discussed above.
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Similar to plants, the most known microbial biosynthetic pathways begin with tryptophan. The
pathways are further referred to according to the first major metabolite downstream of tryptophan. The
fungal indole-3-pyruvic acid (IPyA) pathway was first described in Ustilago maydis and it concerns
aminotransferases UmTAM1 and UmTAM2211. They process tryptophan into IPyA. IPyA is further
processed into indole-3-acetaldehyde (IAAld). The enzyme involved in this reaction was not described
in U. maydis, however the conversion can happen spontaneously. IAAld is further processed by
UmIAD1 and UmIAD2 into IAA. IAD genes were found functional also in ectomycorrhizal fungus
Tricholoma vaccinum212. IPyA can be processed by the indole pyruvate decarboxylases (IPDC),
enzymes that were functionally described in bacteria and symbiotic fungus Neurospora crassa213,214.
Another known biosynthetic pathway originates with indole-3-acetamide (IAM) downstream of
tryptophan. Originally it was described in bacterium Pseudomonas savastanoi concerning two-step
conversion of tryptohan by tryptophan monooxygenase (iaaM) and indoleacetamide hydrolase
(iaaH)215. Later this pathway was described as functional in fungi, namely the Fusarium species and
the wheat rust fungus Puccinia graminis216.
There are also pathways converting tryptophan into IAA via tryptamine. Tryptophan decarboxylase
MrTDC from inscet-pathogenic fungus Metarhiziium robertsii converts tryptophan into tryptamine216.
F. graminearum is also able to process tryptamine into IAA. The same fungus also can convert IAN
into IAA216. There is also evidence of a tryptophan independent pathway. Saccharomyces cerevisiae
with deleted aldehyde dehydrogenase genes did not process tryptophan but still was able to produce
IAA217.
The effects of auxins on fungal physiology and signalling may be variable. High exogenous auxin
inhibited growth of pathogenic fungus Harpophora maydis218 but in contrast it stimulated growth in
S. cerevisiae and C. albicans217. Colletotrichum gleosporioides showed altered colony morphology
and increased spore production upon auxin treatment 219.
1.6.2. Cytokinins
Cytokinin biosynthesis has been extensively studied in plants and several publications revealed
recently that also fungi are capable of cytokinin production. The first evidence was reported in M.
oryzae and Claviceps purpurea220,221,222. Biosynthetic genes identified in C. purpurea show
isopentenyl transferase, cytochrome P450 and LOG activity. L. maculans is able to produce a variety
of cytokinins, mainly free cytokinin bases unlike plants. L. maculans posseses functional IPT involved
in cis-zeatin production, adenosine kinase (AK) involved in phosphorylation of ribosides to
nucleotides and a degradation enzyme CKX – cytokinin oxidase/dehydrogenase223. Fusarium
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pseudograminearum produces a novel group of cytokinins which are biologically active in the host78.
Production of cytokinins by M. oryzae alters host plant metabolism near the infection sites leading to
elevated concentration of sugars and amino acids which might serve the pathogen as an infection
strategy220. L. maculans AK-silenced mutants exhibit altered colony morhphology and fastened
mycelial senescence223.
1.6.3. Abscisic acid
The only evidence of fungal ABA production was up to date reported in L. maculans that is able to
produce ABA in axenic culture. As far as the biosynthetic pathway is concerned, two main components
have been identified: polyketide synthase pks5 and six adjacent genes, including transcription factor
abscisid-acid-like 7 gene (Abl7) form a gene cluster whose activity correlates with production of ABA
in axenic culture. Overexpression of abl7 led to induction of ABA synthesis. Mutation of two genes in
the cluster did not affect pathogenicity of L. maculans224.
1.6.4. Salicylic acid
The ability to biosynthesize SA has not been documented in fungi up to date, however some
microorganisms are able to degrade this compound224. The ability to sense SA was described in corn
pathogen U. maydis. U. maydis senses SA via receptor Rss1 that has dual function as SA receptor and
transcription activator of genes important for SA and tryptophan degradation. However, Rss1 does not
have an impact on virulence which suggest that there might be redundancy in SA sensing in U.
maydis224.
1.6.5. Jasmonic acid
Microbial production of jasmonic acid was recently reported in fungus Lasiodiploidia theobromae.
Metabolite characterization suggests that L. theobromae uses similar biosynthetic pathway as plants,
but no biological function of jasmonic acid was observed225. M. oryzae is able to produce JA and
posseses biosynthetic apparatus to further metabolize either endogenous or host-derived JA into
effector molecule. The Antibiotic biosynthesis monooxygenase (Abm) converts JA into 12hydroxyjasmonic acid (12OH-JA) during infection. 12-OH-JA interferes with host JA signalling. In
the absence of Abm, M. oryzae accumulates MeJA which stimulates host defence. F. oxysporum and
Aspergillus flavus produce oxilipins that are structurally analogous to JA226.
1.6.6. Gibberellins
Gibberellins (GA) were at first identified in a fungus G. fujikuroi227 and later on in plants. GA
biosynthesis begins with GA12-aldehyde hydroxylation that produces GA14-aldehyde that is oxidised
to GA14127. This compound is further oxidised to form GA4, the first bioactive gibberellin. Then
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desaturation to GA7 and conversion to GA3 occurs on C13. GA1 is synthesized as a side product. The
main difference in GA biosynthesis in fungi and plants is the stage of 3β-and the 13-hydroxylations.
In fungi the GA12-aldehyde is 3b-hydroxylated do GA14-aldehyde and C13-hydroxylation happens
at the very last stage to form GA3129. In plants on the other hand the final reaction is 3b-hydroxylation
of GA9and GA20 to GA4 and GA1128,127.

1.7. Pathogens studied in this thesis
1.7.1. Pseudomonas syringae
Pseudomonas syringae is a Gram-negative bacterium able to infect wide range of plant hosts including
model plants A. thaliana, N. benthamiana or tomato. There are more than 60 pathovars of P. syringae,
in this thesis strain P. syringae pv. tomato DC3000 was used. P. syringae is a gram-negative bacterium
belonging to Pseudomonadaceae. This strain has been widely used and the molecular basis of its
interaction with host have been well characterized 228. The virulence factors possessed by P. syringae
include toxins, extracellular proteins and polysaccharides or type III secretion system for effector
transport, cell wall degrading enzymes, plant hormones or molecules that mimic plant hormones. P.
syringae colonizes plant surface as an epiphyte and later enters the plant via wounds or stomata and
multiplies in apoplast. Plants have evolved defence mechanism of induced stomatal closure upon
perception of bacterial MAMPs. Stomatal closure is also regulated by humidity which can affect the
rate of bacterial infection229.
1.7.2. Leptopshaeria maculans
Leptosphaeria maculans in a haemibiotrophic fungal pathogen of the Brassica crops. Nowadays its
main host is oilseed rape (Brassica napus) on which it causes the so called phoma stem canker and
thus it is responsible for severe crop losses every year, mainly in Australia, Canada and Europe230. The
infection cycle starts with ascospore germination on leaf surface and subsequent invasion into
cotyledons and young leaves via stomata or wounds. The hyphae grow down the petiole into stem
cortex and cause black/brown blackleg necrotic lesions231. During the first phase of infection, the
fungus act as a biotroph and colonizes the leaf mesophyll with no visible symptoms. The pathogens
then switches to necrotrophic lifestyle and lesions with pycnidia appear on the infected leaves. During
this period the fungus grows asymptomatically through petiole to the stem base, where it causes severe
necrosis. The most effective way to control L. maculans is to breed resistant cultivars. The sequencing
of the L. maculans genome uncovered hundreds of putative effectors. Several other virulence factors
such as toxins have been identified in L. maculans. Sirodesmin PL is a major non-host-specific toxin
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and phomalide is a host-selective toxin232. Mechanisms of action of particular effectors are being
studied. Resistance against L. maculans can be induced by the SA analogue benzothiadiazole (BTH)
and the infection is associated with SA marker gene induction. L. maculans is also able to produce
phytohormones that have been suspected to be used as virulence factors223,224,233,234.
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2. Research aims
Aim 1
The first aim of the thesis was to analyze more precisely the defence-related events connected with
hormone signalling observed in plants treated with cytoskeletal drugs in previous publication of our
laboratory207.
-

to characterize conditions that are required for the onset of resistance induced by
cytoskeletal drugs

-

to assess whether the resistance phenomenon is more generally valid among plant species

-

to assess which phytohormone pathways are activated upon actin cytoskeleton degradation

Aim 2
The second aim of the thesis was to assess the role of phospholipids involved in plant immunity in
connection with SA-signalling and actin stability. For this purpose we use a set of A. thaliana mutants
impaired both in SA- and phospholipid signalling.
Aim 3
Previous results of our laboratory revealed that plant pathogen L. maculans is able to produce
phytohormones223. The second part of the thesis was focused on the ability of L. maculans to produce
molecules that may possibly alter host phytohormone signalling. We focused either on small secreted
proteins – effectors or phytohormone-like molecules. The main aims were:
-

to characterize impact of effector AvrLm4-7 on host hormone signalling, virulence and
internal fungal hormone content

-

to characterize the ability of L. maculans to produce auxins

-

to characterize role of the fungal produced auxins in the interaction of L. maculans with its
plant host
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3.1. Publication 1
Actin depolymerization is able to increase plant resistance against pathogens via activation of
salicylic acid signalling pathway.
3.1.1. Summary of results
Actin cytoskeleton integrity is necessary for immune response upon pathogen attack, both by providing
physical barrier and by its involvement in transport of callose synthases, antimicrobial compounds and
cell wall components to the infection site178,179. Regarding these facts it has been generally assumed
that desintegration of actin cytoskeleton results in enhanced plant susceptibility to pathogens. This fact
has been experimentally proved by many studies 189,192,188,179.
However previous study of our laboratory showed that treatment of A. thaliana seedlings with
cytoskeletal drugs latrunculin B and cytochalasin E induces transcription of defence related genes207.
We attempted to investigate this apparent inconsistency and show that the relationship between actin
depolymerization and plant resistance is more complex than previously thought. We screened
phytohormone profile of A. thaliana seedlings after cytoskeletal drug treatment to prove that the
induction of defence genes is SA-dependent. The major induced hormone in our set was indeed SA.
The ICS pathway is responsible for this SA induction since transcription of ICS1 and ICS2 genes was
induced and no changes were observed in PAL1-4 genes. We were interested if these effects might
actually lead to resistance, so we pretreated A. thaliana seedlings with latrunculin B for 24h.
We developed two different setups for testing seedling resistance in vitro against bacterial pathogen
P. syringae after cytoskeletal drug treatment. Furthermore we performed similar screening in different
pathosystem: B. napus and its fungal pathogen L. maculans to prove that our results might be more
general among plant species.
Upon seedling treatment with cytoskeletal drugs we observed high induction of SA whilst only minor
changes were observed in other hormone levels. Latrunculin B induced transcription of PR1, PR2 and
ICS1 genes which are specifically connected with SA-defence pathway. Subsequently, we have
observed increased resistance of the treated seedlings in vitro. This effect was also proved in 4-weekold A. thaliana plants. We observed increased defence gene transcription and lowered susceptibility
also in a completely different pathosystem B. napus x L. maculans which suggests that the mechanism
triggered by actin depolymerization leading to induced resistance is more general among plant species.
This study opens a new field of research of the role of actin dynamics and its regulation of plant
immunity. Further research is needed to discover the mechanism of perception and signalling of the
degraded actin that eventually leads to specific onset of the SA-mediated defence.
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3.1.2. My contribution
I performed extraction of phytohormones in all experiments. I quantified gene transcription in most of
the experiments. I designed and performed the flood inoculation assays. I contributed to validation of
the data and writing the manuscript.
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3.2. Publication 2
Interplay between phosphoinositides and actin cytoskeleton in the regulation of immunity
related responses in Arabidopsis thaliana seedlings.
3.2.1. Summary of results
This study focused on further characterization of the effects triggered by actin depolymerization drugs
that were observed in the previous study. Precise regulation of actin dynamics is vital for correct
cellular trafficking that is a necessary component of plant response to pathogens. The exact
mechanisms of the regulation have not yet been described but phospholipids were shown to play a
certain role235. Using A. thaliana mutant in PI4Kβ1/β2 genes we attempted to broaden the knowledge
about actin dynamics and its role in plant immunity.
Callose deposition is a well described defence mechanism that is regulated by trafficking. We
attempted to characterize changes in callose deposition upon cytoskeletal drug treatment in set of SApathway affected mutants combined with pi4kβ1/β2 mutants. The used cytoskeletal drugs latrunculin
B and cytochalasin E triggered callose deposition via the activity of callose synthase 12 using A.
thaliana mutant pmr4. This effect is SA-independent since we still observed callose accumulation in
NahG transformed plants and pad4 mutants impaired in SA-signalling. Further we demonstrated that
specific gene transcription corresponding to certain defence pathways is triggered by actin degradation
suggesting that the observed effect is not a general stressor causing broad transcriptomic deregulation.
Further on we investigated the role of phospholipids in this phenomenon. We analyzed the
cytoskeleton degradation caused by Latrunculin B in Lifeact tagged pi4kβ1/β2 mutants. After 24h
treatment with latrunculin B the actin filament density and occupancy was much lower in pi4kβ1/β2
suggesting that its actin filaments are more sensitive to cytoskeletal drugs. Further testing was focused
on the connection of impaired SA signalling with the role of PI4Kβ1/β2 enzymes in the process
introducing triple mutants affected in both SA signalling and phospholipid signalling: sid2/ pi4kβ1/β2,
NahG/pi4kβ1/β2 and pad4/pi4kβ1/β2. Single mutants in sid2, pad4, NahG transformed plants and
double mutant in PI4Kβ1/β2 were used as control. First the control lines were tested for SA
accumulation and callose deposition after 24h latrunculin B treatment. SA accumulation in pi4kβ1/β2
was similar to WT while in NahG and pad4 it only reached 3times lower level. No accumulation was
observed in sid2 mutant. Significant induction in callose deposition was observed in all the treated
lines.
We analyzed related gene transcription in the similar treatment setup using the NahG and pad4 plants.
The transcription of SA biosynthetic gene ICS1 was induced in both mutants. The SA-responsive genes
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PR1 and WRKY38 that were induced by latrunculin B in WT were no longer induced in NahG and
pad4. PR2 induction remained in NahG and pad4. Induction of BAP1 was weakly significant in NahG
but not significant in pad4. The transcription of the PAD4 gene was not affected in NahG plants.
Further we tested the same set of mutants affected in PI4Kβ1/β2 enzymes (sid2/pi4kβ1/β2,
NahG/pi4kβ1/β2 and pad4/pi4kβ1/β2) in similar setup for SA accumulation, callose deposition and
defence gene transcription. SA accumulation was partly restored in NahG/pi4kβ1/β2 and
pad4/pi4kβ1/β2 when compared to NahG resp. pad4. No SA accumulation was observed in
sid2/pi4kβ1/β2. Callose accumulation remained induced independently of SA accumulation.
Gene transcription analysis correlated with the SA accumulation levels: ICS1 transcription was
induced in NahG/pi4kβ1/β2 but not in pad4/pi4kβ1/β2. SA-responsive genes PR1, PR2 and WRKY 38
were induced in all tested lines. PAD4 transcription was also induced in NahG/pi4kβ1/β2 and
sid2/pi4kβ1/β2. Wounding marker BAP1 was induced in pad4/pi4kβ1/β2 but not in NahG/pi4kβ1/β2.
This study provided deeper insight into defence-related effects connected with actin cytoskeleton
integrity, particularly focusing on the role of phospholipids. We propose a model suggesting the role
of PI4Kβ1/β2 enzymes in the process and distiguishing between SA dependent and independent effects
caused by actin disruption.
3.2.2. My contribution
I performed extraction of phytohormones for all the experiments and quantified gene transcription in
the majority of experiments. I contributed to validation of the data and writing the manuscript.
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3.3. Publication 3
“Salicylic acid mutant collection” as a tool to explore the role of salicylic acid in regulation of
plant growth under a changing environment
3.3.1. Summary of results
Salicylic acid is one of the most important phytohormones mediating plant defence. Level of SA
rapidly increases upon pathogen attack and leads to typical „SA-related defence responses“. However,
some mutations and variations can lead to SA accumulation even in basal conditions. It has been
described that SA accumulation leads to growth inhibition. In this study we characterized a collection
of A. thaliana mutants impaired in SA signalling and accumulation in terms of growth under different
cultivation conditions. The main aim of this study was to provide a variable tool for studying the role
of SA connected with plant growth and stress tolerance.
We have established a collection of mutants impaired in the SA signalling pathway or were identified
as SA-overaccumulators: two SA signalling mutants deficient in SA accumulation (sid2, NahG), eight
suspected SA-overaccumulators (cpr5-1, acd6-1, pi4kβ1/β2, fah1fah2, bon1-1, exo70B1-2, pmr4-1,
edr2-6) and four SA-overaccumulators crossed with SA-defficient mutants (sid2/pi4kβ1/β2, and
NahG/pi4kβ1/β2, NahG/edr2-6, bon1-1/snc1-11).
First we analyzed growth of four-week-old plants under different light regimes, short day nad long
day. Under long day conditions all plants except SA-defficent lines exhibited retarded rosette growth.
Under short day conditions, the differences in growth retardation were less pronounced. We have
simultaneously analyzed the SA content that confirmed overaccumulation of SA is linked with retarded
rosette size. Surprisingly, the difference was more pronounced in short day conditions. This can be
due to higher basal SA accumulation in long day. We further analyzed transcription of typical SApathway marker genes – PR1 and ICS1. The gene transcription data revealed that higher level of SA
mainly correlates with induced basal expression of PR1 and ICS1. Next we measured photosynthesis
intensity which revealed no significant differences.
In the second part of this study, we characterized in vitro setup of 11-day-old seedlings which are often
used for studies of developmental changes. This system is highly artificial because of the exposure of
roots to continuous light, so we hypothesized that also SA content and growth might differ from the
4-week-old plant system. The seedlings were grown under two light intensities: 450 E.m -2.s-1 and 170
E.m-2.s-1. Growth of WT plants was not affected but mutants with high SA content grew better under
higher light intensity. The “reverted” mutants did not show such effect which suggests that SA plays
a role in this phenomenon.
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To summarize all the outcomes we performed correlation analysis regarding all tested parameters:
rosette size, SA content, transcription of ICS1 and PR1 in 4-week-old plants grown in short day and
long day; rosette weight and primary root length in in vitro grown seedlings cultivated in two light
intensities. The correlation showed several clear outcomes: rosette size negatively correlates with SA
content and SA-gene transcription, root growth was SA-independent. The study provides extensive
characterization of 14 mutants affected in SA signalling which can be used as a tool for future
immunity related studies.
3.3.2. My contribution
I optimized the method for salicylic acid extraction and performed the phytohormone extraction. I
analyzed the data and contributed to writing of the manuscript.
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3.4. Publication 4
Leptosphaeria maculans effector AvrLm4-7 affects salicylic acid (SA) and ethylene (ET)
signalling and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) accumulation in Brassica napus.
3.4.1. Summary of results
Pathogens have throughout evolution evolved sophisticated means to overcome host defence
mechanisms. One of such mechanisms is production of small secreted proteins that have different
functions in the host organism, these proteins are collectively called effectors236. Plants have evolved
specific receptors to recognize effectors, the so-called Avr genes.
In this study we investigated the effect of L. maculans effector AvrLm4-7 on plant defence responses.
First we tested 26 isogenic L. maculans isolates possessing either functional or non-functional allele
of AvrLm4-7 on two susceptible B. napus cultivars lacking resistance genes rlm4 and rlm7. Seven
isolates with both non-functional alleles (a4a7), eight isolates containing alleles a4A7 and eleven
isolates with both functional alleles (A4A7) were screened. The necrotic area observed on infected B.
napus cotyledons was significantly higher for the isolates possessing functional alleles of AvrLm4-7.
Two isogenic isolates differing in the presence of AvrLm4-7 (further reffered to as a4a7 and A4A7
respectively) transfromed with β-glucuronidase (GUS)237 were used for virulence tests. Isolate A4A7
exhibited about 40% higher lesion area on B. napus cv. Columbus cotyledons. Next step was
monitoring of in vitro and in planta growth of both isolates. In planta growth was assessed on B. napus
cv. Columbus cotyledons inoculated by puncture. No necrotic symptoms were visible until 8 dpi.
Fluorescence measurement revealed that at 10 dpi growth of isolate A4A7 was 3times higher that a4a7.
We assessed relative transcription of AvrLm4-7 in vitro and in planta by RT-qPCR showing that
AvrLm4-7 is expressed in planta from 6 dpi about 1000fold higher than in vitro. The expression
continued to be high till 10 dpi.
Further we assessed the phytohormone profile of infected host tissue. We focused mainly on the profile
of stress related hormones – SA, JA and ABA. SA level was significantly suppressed in the A4A7
infected cotyledons at 8 dpi, but the levels reached similar values at 10 dpi in both isolates. ABA level
was also reduced in A4A7 infected leaves at 8dpi, then increased to similar level as samples infected
with the a4a7 isolate at 10 dpi. No significant changes were observed in JA concentration or any other
screened phytohormones.
We wanted to correlate the phytohormone profile with the plant defence signalling. To adress this we
screened transcription of defence marker genes of B. napus defined previously in our lab234. The
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transcription of SA-related genes (ICS1, PR1) was lowered at 8 dpi in leaves infected with A4A7
which corresponds with the SA level. No significant changes were observed in JA- or ABA- markers.
Surprisingly ethylene marker genes (ACS2, HEL) were also lowered in A4A7 infected leaves. Another
defence reaction that was screened was the ROS production, which was lower in A4A7 infected leaves.
Tratment with antioxidant agent ascorbic acid increased virulence of the a4a7 isolate.
We observed that presence of AvrLm4-7 suppressed salicylic acid and ethylene dependent signalling,
which was identified as effective defence againts L. maculans234. ROS accumulation decreased in
plants infected with AvrLm4-7 possessing isolate. Treatment with ascorbic acid led to increased
virulence of the isolate lacking AvrLm4-7 while no effect was observed on agresivity of the isolate
with AvrLm4-7. The results suggest that AvrLm4-7 affects ROS production as an important defence
mechanism linked to suppresed SA and ET defence signalling.
3.4.2. My contribution
I performed phytohormone extraction from the mycelia. I evaluated the phytohormone content data
and contributed to writing the manuscript.
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3.5. Publication 5
Auxin biosynthesis in the phytopathogenic fungus Leptosphaeria maculans involves indole-3pyruvate decarboxylase LmIPDC2 and tryptophan aminotransferase LmTAM1
3.5.1. Summary of results
Auxins are hormones that regulate many vital processes in plants. Besides plants, also various
microorganisms produce auxins, including pathogenic and symbiotic fungi. This study is focused on
auxin production characterization in L. maculans and its potential role in virulence on B. napus plants.
Several auxin biosynthetic pathways were identified in microorganisms up to date. For example U.
maydis uses tryptophan aminotransferases UmTAM1 and UmTAM2 and indole-3-acetaldehyde
dehydrogenases UmIAD1 and UmIAD2 for auxin biosynthesis via indole-3-acetic acid
intermediate211. Symbiotic fungus N. crassa uses indole-3-pyruvate decarboxylase IPDC for auxin
production214. This gene for auxin production was identified in bacteria as well238.
We screened two sister isolates JN2 and JN3 in vitro for auxin production. This experiment revealed
both isolates produce bioactive form of auxin, IAA, but in very different concentration range. JN2
produced auxin in concentrations about 50 pmol/g FW whilst production in JN3 was around 5000
pmol/g FW. The screening also revealed minor concentration of other auxin precursors (indole-3acetonitrile (IAN) or inactive metabolites (oxindole-3-acetid acid (OxIAA) and conjugated forms with
amino acids (IAA-Asp, IAA-Glu). Structurally different molecule with weaker auxin activity
phenylacetic acid (PAA) was observed as well.
We were further interested if it is possible to manipulate the auxin production. We supplemented L.
maculans culture of both isolates with auxin biosynthetic precursors tryptophan and tryptamine210 and
analyzed the auxin production. Surprisingly, the isolates differed in reaction to supplementation: JN2
isolate produced about 10x more IAA already 1h after treatment with tryptophan and about 100x more
after tryptamine treatment. JN3 did not show altered auxin production. No major changes in other
metabolites were observed. Furthermore we were interested in which genes participate in the
biosynthesis. We performed bioinformatic analysis of L. maculans genome and identified orthologues
of previously characterized auxin biosynthetic genes. The analysis revealed orthologues that belong to
several up to date identified pathways. Transcription of the candidate genes was analyzed in JN2
culture supplemented with precursors to reveal transcriptomic changes. Upon treatment with
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tryptophan induced transcription of genes LmTAM1, LmIPDC1, LmIPDC2, LmNIT1, LmIaam3 and
LmIaaM5 was observed. Tryptamine slightly induced transcription of LmNIT1 and LmIaaM3.
Furthermore we analyzed phytohormone profile of B. napus cotyledons infected with L. maculans
JN3. The only significant change was increase in OxIAA upon L. maculans infection. To test if L.
maculans might produce auxins for its own regulation we cultivated GFP tagged L. maculans in the
presence of auxin and observed luminiscence that reflects growth rate. No stimulatory effect of
observed in either of the used isolates. High concentration of auxin ihibited growth of L. maculans.
This study proposes a model of auxin metabolism in L. maculans. It is the first evidence of an indole3-pyruvate decarboxylase gene involved in auxin biosynthesis in a pathogenic fungus. We did not
reveal any impact of auxin production on L. maculans virulence nor did we observe it would be
importnant for L. maculans physiology.
3.5.2. My contribution
I designed majority of the experiments. I performed phytohormone extraction, gene transcription
analysis, growth inhibition tests, inoculation tests, bioinformatic analyses concerning the orthologue
identification and phylogenetics. I validated the data and contributed to writing the manuscript.
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3.6. Publication 6
Disrupted actin: a novel player in pathogen attack sensing?
3.6.1. Summary of results
The last included viewpoint article summarizes outcomes of recent studies dealing with the
involvement of actin cytoskeleton in plant immunity. The majority of published studies points
out that impaired function of actin cytoskeleton promotes plant susceptibility to pathogen
infection since actin is a major cellular signalling platform. However, there is also indirect
evidence that the effect of actin degradation on infection process may not always be adverse.
Pharmacological treatment leading to actin disruption induced transcription of defence related
genes207. The direct evidence that actin disruption indeed leads to plant resistance was shown
in two studies included in this thesis 177, . The onset of resistance is specifically connected with
the enhancement of SA-related signalling. Also some effects that are induced independently of
SA were observed. These include callose deposition and transcription of defence genes. In the
review article we hypothesize what is the mechanism that triggers immune signalling upon
actin disruption and whether this effect is more generally valid. Why is this effect so specific
in signalling only via the SA-pathway. We propose an updated model and potential directions
for future research. Our main hypotheses are: 1) there is a specific receptor sensing
depolymerized actin filaments. 2) Depolymerized actin affects connected processes such as
ornagelle movement, which affects the SA-pathway. 3) Increased SA concentration is
maintained by the effect of actin on SA-binding protein.

3.6.2. My contribution
I contributed to the viewpoint conceptualization, literature review and writing the manuscript.
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4. Discussion
Actin cytoskleton disruption may have distinct effects in plant immunity
Plant actin cytoskeleton is highly dynamic structure that consists of monomeric G-actin and
filamentous F-actin. The filaments are constantly being assemled at one barbed end and degraded at
the other end190 providing stable environment for cellular trafficking, metabolism and signalling. The
actin cytoskeleton is involved in a range of plant defence reactions. Its involvement has been described
in processes triggered by MAMP treatment or infection that include delivery of antimicrobial
compounds or callose synthases to the infection site or trafficking of immune receptors179. Actin is
also involved in the reorganization of chloroplasts during virus infection239.
Treatment with MAMPs or DAMPs (chitin, flg22, elf26, Pep1, oligogalacturonides) leads to actin
reorganization184,199,201,203. The MAMP-induced remodelling requires ROS generated by RBOHD, the
defence-associated NADPH oxidase. Actin disruption enhances MAMP-induced ROS production, but
itself does not trigger ROS production180.
There is evidence that pathogens evolved an infection strategy aimed to prevent the MAMP triggered
actin dynamics. They have evolved effectors able to target actin cytoskeleton specifically. These
effectors have several modes of action: either they depolymerize actin themselves193 or prevent actin
from polymerization194,192. The P. syringae effector HopW1 targets ACT7 isoform of actin and causes
actin disruption and reduced vesicular movement to fasten progress of infection. The expression of
ACT7 isoform responds to phytohormone treatment (auxin, ABA) and environmental factors which
suggests its role in plant immunity193. In the Columbia-0 ecotype the HopW1 presence indeed results
in enhanced susceptibility, in another ecotype, Wassilewskija, which posseses receptors WIN2 and
WIN3, that recognize this effector, defence reactions are triggered. However, the effector caused
similar compromised trafficking in both these ecotypes as latrunculin B treatment193.
Evidence of effectors targeting actin is not only limited to plant pathogens. For example animal
pathogens of the geni Legionella or Yersinia posess effectors that disrupt intracellular trafficking to
avoid immune responses and phagocytosis. The Legionella VipA effector is an actin nucleator, the
YopE from Yersinia has Rho GAP activity that disrupts actin filaments195,196.
These findings point to general conclusion that disruption of actin cytoskeleton dynamics leads to plant
susceptibility. However, our results obtained in the included studies 1 240 and 2154 show that the
desintegration of actin cytoskeleton can at certain conditions result in plant resistance in at least two
tested pathosystems: model plant A. thaliana x model bacteria P. syringae pv. tomato DC3000 and B.
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napus x L. maculans. These findings suggest that onset of the actin-derived immunity is more generally
valid: it is not species specific or pathogen type specific. Furthermore, we obtained similar results
when using different cytoskeletal drugs. The data revealed that the resistance occurs when the plant
has sufficient time to activate the immunity which was shown in the inoculation experiment using P.
syringae pv. tomato DC3000. When the plants were first treated with cytoskeletal drugs and infected
after 24 h, the infection rate was lower than in control plants. When co-inoculation was used, no
resistance was observed. Similar trend was previously observed by Henty-Ridilla et al.189, who
documented susceptibility triggered by cytoskeletal drugs used simultaneously with the infection
agens. Shimono et al. did not observe any effect on virulence of different strains of P. syringae with
simultaneous treatment with cytochalasin D or jasplakinolide192. The onset of resistance also seems to
be different in every pathosystem. Surprisingly, pre-treatment and co-treatment of B. napus with
latrunculin B and L. maculans resulted in resistance in both cases. This suggests that the rapidity of
pathogen growth is also an important factor, since L. maculans grows assyptomatically for at least 5
days in our cultivation conditions. In contrast, bacterial pathogen P. syringae pv. tomato DC3000
strongly infected leaves within three days. Host B. napus plants were probably provided with sufficient
time to establish resistance even upon co-inoculation. It would though be interesting to investigate this
phenomenon also in monocots and their pathogens. Cytoskeletal drug cytochalasin E induced
transcription of orthologue of defence gene NtPR1 in Nicotiana tabaccum206, which is similar case as
we have documented in A. thaliana plants and B. napus207. Also both our pathogens are classified as
haemibiotrophs, it would be interesting to use necrotrophic pathogens in simiar setup as well.
We have shown that latrunculin B and cytochalasin E induce callose deposition in seedlings via the
activity of PMR4 (Callose sythnase 12). Callose deposition is a well documented stress response241.
There are 12 callose synthases in A. thaliana genome but callose synthase 12 (CALS12 or more often
used abbreviation PMR4) has been atributed to synthesize biotic stress-induced callose242. We clearly
show, using A. thaliana knock-out mutant pmr4-1, that latrunculin B trigerred callose accumulation
fully relies on PMR4 which points to connection with “biotic stress-like response”.
The majority of published studies points towards the presumption that compromising actin integrity
would result in increased plant vulnerability, but there are also studies that indirectly point towards the
fact that immune responses are triggered when actin stability is compromised. Disruption of actin leads
to enhanced ROS burst in A. thaliana which is a result of activation of the FLS2 receptor by its flagellin
derived ligand flg22180. Previous study done by our team on A. thaliana seedlings reported induction
of SA-related genes207. Since we used similar setup as Matoušková et al. we further investigated
whether indeed the observed resistance is based on induced SA signalling.
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Immunity signalling triggered by actin depolymerisation is tightly connected with salicylic acid
signalling
Since Matoušková et al. 207 documented that treatment with cytoskeletal drugs induces transcription of
SA-related defence genes, we tested whether SA concentration does actually increase. In the included
study 1 we analyzed phytohormonal profile of A. thaliana Col-0 (WT) plants treated with latrunculin
B. Latrunculin B specifically induced SA increase. The only other significant changes were 2 times
induction of JA and 2 times reduction of IAN. Levels of all other tested phytohormones remained
unchanged by latrunculin B. The SA concentration increased also in pmr4-1 mutant154. For further
confirmation of involvement of SA signalling we analyzed SA concentration in SA pathway impaired
plants: NahG transformed plants and sid2 and pad4 mutants. SA concentration did not increase in
sid2, which suggests that biosynthetic gene ICS1 is responsible for the SA induction. The ICS pathway
is responsible for the majority of stress-induced SA in A. thaliana infected by P. syringae pv. tomato
DC300019,18,243.The NahG plant degraded most of its induced SA since it posses a SA hydroxylase244.
SA concentration in pad4 siginificantly increased although to much lesser extent than in WT which
suggests signalling role of the PAD4 gene upon latrunculin B treatment.
To verify whether indeed the ICS1 biosynthetic gene is responsible for the SA increase, we tested
transcription of all SA biosynthetic genes in A. thaliana. In WT we indeed observed induction of the
ICS1 gene. Other tested biosynthetic genes (ICS2, PAL1, PAL2, PAL3) showed no differences from
the mock treated control. ICS1 was induced also in NahG and pad4, which confirmed that the SA
increase triggered by cytoskeletal drugs occurs via induction of the ICS pathway240.
To complete the phytohormone profile, we also analyzed JA biosynthetic gene LOX2 and observed no
induction in WT or in any of the mutants. Since the stress induced SA can be synthesized also by the
PAL pathway in other systems245, we analyzed transcription of defence genes also in B. napus treated
with latrunculin B. We again observed induced transcription of ICS1.
Since we observed induced resistance and onset of defence events such as callose accumulation upon
bacterial and fungal infection, we analyzed defence gene transcription. Latrunculin B induced
transcription of SA-related defence genes PR1, WRKY38, PAD4 and PR2 in WT. PR1 is a typical SA
pathway marker gene usually induced upon pathogen attack but generally reacts to any SA increase.
The transcription of PR1 and WRKY38 by latrunculin B relied on SA accumulation and a functional
PAD4 protein, which is a typical pathogen-triggered pathway. PAD4 gene was induced also in NahG
plants, since it is a regulation element that functions upstream of ICS1246.
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Surprisingly, PR2 was induced also in both tested mutants independently of functional SA signalling.
PR2 is considered SA-related defence response usually co-expressed with PR1 and PR5247, but our
results show that its induction can be also stimulated in mutants impaired in SA-signalling. Similar
case was reported by our previous study using different cytoskeletal drug cytochalasin E207. The PR2
protein coding β-1-3-glucanase important for antifungal defences248. The PR2 enzyme is involved in
callose degradation and contributes to SA accumulation and resistance to fungi and bacteria 249.
Nevertheless, here we describe its clear SA-independent induction, that might be triggered by another
pathway associated with callose-triggered signalling.
Wounding marker BAP1 was also induced. Transcription of BAP1 can be induced by high temperature
or ROS and it was described as associated with SA250. It negatively regulates cell death in response to
P. syringae and Hyaloperonospora parasitica251. The transcription induction was abolished in mutants
with impaired SA pathway which strenghtens its role in the SA signalling. Transcription of other tested
genes associated with JA or ABA pathways remained largely unchanged which suggests that
latrunculin B is likely to mimic typical response triggered by biotrophic pathogens.
Consistently with our results, affected transcription of defence related genes was observed in actindynamics-compromised mutant arpc4, which was identified as a locus associated with quantitative
disease resitance against S. sclerotiorum. The ICS1 transcription was slightly induced in these mutants
and surprisingly PR1 transcription was constitutively reduced. JA related genes PDF1.2 and PR4 were
downregulated in arpc4208. We thus suggest that the actin depolymerization is not percieved as a
general stressor but it triggers specific immune responses, specifically the SA signalling and callose
accumulation. For instance, we did not observe ROS accumulation. The resulting resistance might be
partly due to antimicrobial activity of the SA molecule, partly due to SA-induced synthesis of
antimicrobial compounds252. Testing other defence mechanisms might also give a hint of the specific
mechanism that is triggered by latrunculin B.
Interestingly we show that callose accumulation after latrunculin B treatment can still be observed in
NahG and pad4 mutants which suggests that the underlying signalling is at least partly SA
independent. The untreated pmr4 mutans show similar SA level as WT. They are known to have
generally stronger and faster SA-dependent response242. This suggests that certain “biotic stress-like”
reponses can be triggered alternatively independent of the SA molecule. Negative correlation between
actin dynamics and callose deposition was reported recently in mutants arpc4. These mutants show
impaired actin dynamics and reduction of wounding and infection associated callose deposition208.
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The SA accumulation activated by degraded actin is connected with phospholipid signalling
Since callose accumulation relies on vesicular trafficking which depends on functional actin dynamics
and also on phospholipid signalling, we further investigated the role of phospholipids in the latrunculin
B induced resistance. Vesicular trafficking is therefore considered an important component of plant
defence179. Signalling phospholipids interact with plant cytoskeleton253.
To investigate whether latrunculin B treatment might cause different effects when phospholipid
signalling is compromised we tested A. thaliana double mutant in PI4Kβ1/β2 genes. This mutant
shows altered growth phenotype: smaller rosettes at 4 weeks of cultivation while no growth retardation
occurs in roots177. It also accumulates more callose and has constitutively elevated SA level which led
to increased resistance against broad spectrum of pathogens177,154,254.
In the included study no. 2 we performed similar set of tests in latrunculin B treated pi4kβ1/β2 mutant.
Untreated pi4kβ1/β2 seedlings did not show elevated SA level or callose accumulation in comparison
to WT, which is in accordance with previously observed data177. However, the actin cytoskeleton of
pi4kβ1/β2 mutants displayed higher level of degradation upon latrunculin B treatment. This fact
suggests that pi4kβ1/β2 double mutation compromises actin stability154.
To adress potential involvement of phospholipids in the latrunculin B triggered SA pathway we used
a set of triple mutants affected in SA signalling in the pi4kβ1/β2 mutant background: NahG/pi4kβ1/β2,
pad4/pi4kβ1/β2 and sid2/pi4kβ1/β2. The SA induction in pi4kß1/ß2 background still occurs despite
the mutation in PAD4 or expression of NahG. No SA accumulation was observed in sid2/pi4kβ1/β2
which suggests that no other SA biosynthetic enzymes than ICS1 are activated by latrunculin B. Yet,
the PR1 transcription after latrunculin B treatment was not only observed in NahG/pi4kß1/ß2 and triple
pad4/pi4kβ1/β2 mutants, but also in sid2/pi4kβ1/β2 (data not shown). The pi4kβ1/β2 background
allows to reveal a signalling pathway triggered by latrunculin B leading to SA accumulation and PR1
transcription independently of PAD4. Do functional PI4-kinases always inhibit this pathway? Is it
linked to the effect of pi4kβ1/β2 double mutation on trafficking? Or is it due to a role of
phosphoinositide in signalling? Transcription of PR1 in sid2 background is induced by constitutive
activation of MAPK3 and MPK6255. MPK4 interacts with PI4Kβ1 during cell plate formation during
cytokinesis168. Therefore testing the activity of MAPKs might provide some insight into the induction
of PR1 here. The SA increase and PR1 transcription in response to latrunculin B in the pi4kβ1/β2
background is triggered in an unconventional, PAD4-independent pathway. Either this pathway is
actively inhibited in WT by PI4Kβ1/β2 or it is activated only when the PI4Kβ1/β2 are missing.
Further research is needed to characterize the involvement of phospholipids in the degraded actin
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triggered defence. Here we have only adressed the phenomenon in seedlings and the effects surely
may be variable in adult plants since the pi4kβ1/β2 mutant differs in SA accumulation in different life
stages154,254,177. The effect of pi4kβ1/β2 double mutation on cytoskeleton might be broader than
investigated here since the double mutants also show ectopic overstabilization of phragmoplast
microtubules, which guide membrane trafficking at the cell plate168.
Cultivation conditions highly contribute to SA-dependent growth phenotype
We observed that the pi4kβ1/β2 mutant shows different level of basal SA accumulation compared to
WT in seedlings and adult plants and this fact may affect results of further studies. For more complex
characterization of the connection between SA and growth we created a collection of 14 mutants in
Col-0 background having alterations in the SA pathway. The mutants were divided into several
categories according to previously described phenotypes: SA-overaccumulators connected with lipid
signalling (pi4kβ1/β2, fah1/fah2), suspected SA-overaccumulators (cpr5-1, acd6-1, pi4kβ1/β2,
fah1fah2, bon1-1, exo70B1-2, pmr4-1, edr2-6), mutants associated with SA signalling based on gene
transcription and pathogenicity assays (edr2-6, pmr4-1, exo70B1-2) and mutants with prevented SA
accumulation (sid2/pi4kβ1/β2, NahG/pi4kβ1/β2 and NahG/edr2-6). All the selected mutants exhibit
altered resistance to pathogens.
First we studied plant growth under short day (SD) and long day (LD) conditions. Proposed SA
overaccumulators generally displayed dwarf phenotype, which has been documented before177,175.
Next we analyzed the SA content which mainly confirmed negative correlation with rosette size.
However,

some

mutants

exhibited

different

phenotypes:

edr2-6 and exo70B1-2 are

SA

overaccumulators only under short-day conditions and pmr4 do not overaccumulate SA at all. These
mutants have been previously described as SA overaccumulators under biotic stress which suggests
also enhanced SA signalling in basal conditions 256. The pmr4 though is generally reffered to as having
constitutively induced SA pathways, but this statement is based solely on slight induction of
transcription of the PR1 gene242,241. In our setup basal level of PR1 was not highly induced254.
We analyzed also transcription of SA-related genes PR1 and ICS1. First interesting result was that
cultivation conditions affect transcription of SA-marker gene PR1: it was 5 times higher under LD
than in SD in WT. This coincides with the fact that plants under LD started bolting already at 3.5
weeks of age. SA treatment can trigger flowering and vice versa, which we have confirmed in our
setup257. Photosynthesis efficiency remained largely unchanged. Our analysis suggests that growth
phenotype related to SA content would be better investigated when plants would be grown in LD
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conditions, while differences in SA content itself or gene transcription would be better pronounced in
SD.
Mutants with affected SA pathway were very sensitive to growth conditions as seen in set consisting
of WT, sid2, pi4kβ1/β2 and sid2/pi4kβ1/β2 plants. Rosette size has been previously used to divide
SA-dependent and SA-independent effects of pi4kβ1/β2 defficiency177. Šašek et al. 2014177 showed
that crossing pi4kβ1/β2 with sid2 fully reverted growth phenotype in 4-week-old soil grown plants. In
our setup we did not see full reveration even when several different sets of conditions were applied.
The importance of in-vitro-grown seedlings and particularly A. thaliana roots as a model system is
increasing. The induction of SA pathway by root pathogen of the genus Trichoderma has been recently
shown258. The roots of A. thaliana are sensitive to SA treatment as has been demonstrated on SAaltered mutants by Pasternak et al. 259. We showed that, contradictory to the rosette size, the root growth
in the SA mutant collection is highly variable and it is not connected with SA content or SA-marker
gene transcription level as observed in soil-grown plants. The comparison of bon1-1 phenotype (small
rosette and almost WT-size roots) to pi4kβ1/β2, which also had small rosettes but impaired root clearly
demonstrated this. Due to material and time limitation we did not perform SA content measurement in
seedlings.
The PI4Kβ1/β2 enzymes are critical for root growth. The PI4P biosynthesis regulated by PI4Kβ1/β2
is essential for lateral root formation regulated by endocytic trafficking to the vacuole 260. For more
detailed analysis of the SA role in seedlings’ sensitivity to light we grew set of
WT, sid2, pi4k/β1/β2 and sid2/pi4kβ1/β2 mutants in different light regimes: either the roots were
exposed to light or shadowed by placing in dark chambers. The sid2 mutant grew slower in the light
setup and roots of both mutants in pi4kβ1/β2 grew slower. This suggests a potential new role of the
PI4Kβ1/β2 enzymes in root growth regulation in terms of abiotic conditions.
Overall, by creating and characterizing the collection of SA-affected mutants we adressed the
importance of precise characterization of cultivation conditions since some phenotypes might be only
pronounced in specific environment. These findings add complexity to whether these phenotypes are
also valid in complex natural environment? These questions have been already partially addressed by
several studies using mutants from our collection: the role of SA in cold stress was shown using acd6261
, cpr1 and pi4kβ1/β2262; in potassium stress by using cpr5263, in response to drought and ABA
treatment by using cpr5 and acd6264, 265, and in sugar sensing by using acd6 and cpr1266.
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Miccrobial Effectors affect plant-hormone signalling
The second part of the thesis is focused rather on pathogens weapons to overcome host plant defence,
particularly those dealing with phytohormone signalling.
In the included study no. 4233 we focused on the effect of effectors on host plant phytohormone
signalling. For this purpose we used two isolates of L. maculans differing in the presence of the
AvrLm4-7 effector. Phytohormone content and defence gene screening revealed that effector AvrLm47 impacts hosts phytohormone defence signalling. Phytohormonal content of L. maculans was not
affected by the presence or absence of AvrLm4-7233. This is not a general feature of presence or
absence of effectors since the results of presented study no. 5 revealed that sister isolates JN2 and JN3
that differ in the presence of the AvrLm1 effector differ dramatically in terms of auxin production 267.
The AvrLm4-7 effector is recognized by the RLM4 receptor. This interaction is accompanied by strong
induciton of SA and ET signalling in the host. These pathways were documented to mediate defence
during incompatible interaction in B. napus x L. maculans system234. However, the recognition of the
AvrLm4-7 effector also induced ABA marker genes in B. napus cultivar Pixel. Moreover, the ABA
concentration during compatible interaction increased but no induced transcription of ABA marker
genes NCED3 and RD26 was observed234,233. The role of ABA during the infection process remains
elusive since it has also been documented that induction of ABA pathway before infection decreased
symptoms caused by virulent strain of L. maculans234. In the compatible interaction the SA and ET
signalling pathways might be primary targets of the AvrLm4-7 effector.
AvrLm4-7 seems to suppress SA signalling both on the level of SA biosynthesis and transcription of
SA-responsive genes (BnPR1). The ET signalling is attenuated in AvrLm4-7 infected cotyledons;
transcription of ET-responsive genes ACS2 and HEL decreased in time during infection. We reported
the first evidence of manipulation of SA signalling pathway by a haemibiotrophic fungus.
Manipulation of the JA signalling has been already described268. Fusarium oxysporum effector FoSIX4
induces JA signalling and contributes to disease development 269. Since SA and JA signalling often act
antagonistically, this can be seen as an indirect manipulation of the SA pathway. Several bacterial
effectors targeting the SA pathway have been identified too: The type III effector XopD from X.
campestris pv. vesicatory suppresses transcription of SA-dependent genes and SA biosynthesis in
tomato270. The XopD effector also interacts with ERF4 and thus affects ET signalling271. This is a
similar effect as observed in AvrLm4-7.
Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) accumulates during L. maculans infection272. Our results revealed that
removal of the H2O2 by ascorbic acid during the biotrophic phase of infection increased lesion area
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caused by isolate lacking the AvrLm4-7 effector. The presence of AvrLm4-7 on the other hand led to
decreased hydrogen peroxide accumulation during later stage of infection and reduced transcription of
NADPH oxidase RbohF that contributes to ROS production. This contributes to the fact that H2O2 is
an important part of B. napus defence against L. maculans and that the AvrLm4-7 effector affects ROS
accumulation. Several fungal effectors are known to interfere with ROS production in plants, for
example the PEP1 effector from U. maydis inhibits maize peroxidase POX12 in the apoplast272. ROS
accumulation accompanied with reduced colonization was observed in the absence of PEP1. The
AvrLm4-7 may also directly inhibit ROS production in the apoplast similarly but further research is
needed. Alternative explanation of the H2O2 decrease might be possible. The ROS act synergistically
with SA signalling to trigger HR and systemic resistance273. The low ROS accumulation at the
infection site might reflect the decreased SA level and SA signalling.
The ROS accumulation can be also associated with altered ET signalling. ET can induce PCD and
senescence which are also associated with ROS 274. Therefore, in the absence of AvrLm4-7, the
accumulation of ROS at 10 dpi could be stimulated by increased ET signalling. The included study no.
4 aimed to confirm and find a cause for the increased aggressiveness of L. maculans isolates harbouring
the AvrLm4-7 effector by investigating its effect on B. napus defence responses. Taken together, we
speculate that the increased aggressiveness of L. maculans isolates harbouring the functional AvrLm47 allele could be caused by defects in ROS accumulation or by the complex effects (involving ROS
accumulation) exerted by AvrLm4-7 on the B. napus defence system via the suppression of SA and
ET signalling. Recent findings of Blondeau et al.
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, showing that AvrLm4-7 is translocated into the

host cell, rather suggest that SA and/or ET signalling is the primary target of AvrLm4-7. The
identification of the interacting partner of AvrLm4-7 upstream of these processes would be the next
step in our understanding of the molecular mechanisms of this particular L. maculans effector.
Since the effectors largely affect plant hormone signalling and we have observed that the fungus itself
is able to synthesize a variety of phytohormone-like structures we speculated whether these compounds
might function as effectors themselves?
Role of auxins during growth and infection process of L. maculans
Various microorganisms were documented to produce phytohormone-like molecules

220,275,211,276,276

.

In the included study no. 5267 we focused particularly on the ability of L. maculans to produce auxins.
We hypothesized that the pathogen might produce auxins as an infection strategy similarly as the
effectors.
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L. maculans is able to synthesize a variety of phytohormones including cytokinins223, abscisic acid 224,
salicylic acid (preliminary data) and auxins. The main auxin produced by L. maculans in vitro is the
bioactive molecule IAA. Since it is produced in high concentration and can be also excreted from the
mycelium into cultivation medium, we hypothesized that it might function as an infection strategy.
The hormone profile of infected plants though did not differ dramatically, although an increase in
OxIAA was obsereved. OxIAA is a degradation product of IAA which is no longer bioactive. This fact
might suggest that the plant is trying to maintain constant levels of bioactive IAA. No genes that
participate in the conversion of IAA into OxIAA were indentified in B. napus up to date, although they
were (functionally) identified in A. thaliana277,278.
There is evidence that auxin might function in effector-like way in other plant-mirobial
systems279,268,233,234,216. For Piriformospora indica, C. gloeosporioides and M. oryzae production of
auxin is required for proper colonization and infection process 216,219,280. The virulence of M. robertsii
on insect B. bassiana increased upon auxin treatment and loss of the ability to produce auxin lowered
the virulence of M. robertsii 276. Loss of the ability to produce IAA led to lowered spore production in
N. crassa214.
Our results show that exogenous IAA inhibits growth of both L. maculans isolates in high
concentration. Conidial germination was totally blocked by 1 mM IAA. Inhibitory effect was observed
in fungus F. graminerarum that produced 50% less biomass when cultured in 1 mM IAA281. On the
other hand growth of Moniliophtora perniciosa was stimulated by low concentration of IAA 282. We
have observed no stimulatory effect in L. maculans. In the presented thesis we have not confirmed that
auxins function as a virulence trait in this fungus in a similar way effectors do, but it might serve as
internal regulation molecule for the fungus itself.
Leptosphaeria maculans produces a variety of auxins using certain biosynthetic genes
Since we did not observe any clear role of fungal produced auxins as an infection strategy, we further
investigated its internal biosynthesis, metabolism and putative signalling function.
We have tested two sister isolates (entitled JN2 and JN3) obtained in the same parent cross283 and
observed that both isolates are able to produce bioactive form of auxin, IAA, and a variety of other
auxin forms in minor concenration. We have also revealed that the production of auxin is very strain
dependent since JN3 produced about 100 times more auxin than JN2. This is not a unique feature of
L. maculans, similar case was reported in fungi and bacteria 211,284. The strain specificity was observed
in another set of experiments. JN2 IAA production increased upon stimulation with biosynthetic
precursors tryptophan and tryptmaine whilst JN3 did not react.
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Genome analysis of L. maculans revealed presence of orthologues of genes previously identified as
auxin biosynthetic in other microorganisms and plants. Genes participating in IPyA, IAN and IAM
biosynthetic pathways were identified. Precursor feeding experiments on JN2 isolate revealed that
mainly genes from the IPyA pathway are active in converting Trp to IAA. Predominantly induced
genes were LmTAM1 (tryptophan aminotransferase), LmIPDC1 and LmIPDC2 (indole-3-pyruvate
decarboxylases). LmTAM1 might directly metabolize tryptophan into IPyA which would be
subsequently converted to IAA by IPDC. The aldehyde dehydrogenase IAD that has also been
reporrted to particiapte in IPyA pathway mediated biosynthesis in fungi was also found in L. maculans
genome. No induction of the IAD orthologs was observed in our setup. Intermediates predicted in the
IPyA pathway were not detected possibly due to their unstability.
Our study is the first to report involvement of an IPDC gene in auxin biosynthesis in a pathogenic
fungus. Recent study confirmed its activity in a symbiotic fungus N. crassa224. Functional IPDCs were
previously described in several plant-associated bacteria such as Azospirillum brasilense,
Pseudomonas fluorescens or Pantoea ananatis285,286,286,238,213.
Auxins were identified in various fungi, both symbiotic and pathogenic211,275,287. We have
characterized auxin production of two different isolates of L. maculans. Our results show that
L. maculans produced and secretes IAA in vitro as it was detected both in mycelium and cultivation
medium. The data also show that basal production of auxin differs among the used isolates and so did
the inducibility of IAA production when in vitro culture was supplemented with biosynthetic
precursors. The production in JN3 isolate was high even without precursor stimulation and precursor
feeding had no effect on the production. On the other hand, the JN2 isolate synthesized only low level
of IAA, but precursor supplementation stimulated it to produce substantial amount of auxin. The rice
blast fungus M. oryzae or the white rot fungi275,288 produce auxin without any stimulation. Many more
fungi are able to produce auxin when appropriate biosynthetic precursors are provided: C.
gloeosporioides, U. maydis, N. crassa and F. oxysporum211,275,219,214. The genetic basis for this
differential behaviour between JN2 and JN3 needs to be further investigated. Sequencing and
comparison of genomes of both isolates might contribute to understanding such behaviour.
Further we investigated the genetic basis of the biosynthetic apparatus. Based on genome analysis we
identified orthologous genes of those previously identified in other fungi, bacteria or plants. We found
conserved genes belonging to IPyA, IAN and IAM pathways. L. maculans mainly uses the IPyA
pathway for IAA biosynthesis. Predominantly induced genes were LmTAM1 encoding putative
tryptophan aminotransferase and LmIPDC2 and LmIPDC1 encoding putative indole-3-pyruvate
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decarboxylases. LmTAM1 may convert tryptophan into IPyA which is subsequently metabolized into
IAA by IPDC. The aldehyde dehydrogenase IAD can participate in IPyA pathway in fungi211. There
are orthologues of the IAD genes in L. maculans genome, but no induction of transcription was
observed in our experiments. We were not able to detect any biosynthetic intermediates predicted
(IPyA nor IAAld). This might be due to their instability. The involvement of IPDC genes have been
previously reported in several plant-associated bacteria, for example, A. brasilense, P. fluorescens and
P. ananatis, and the plant-associated trypanosomatid Phytomonas serpens285,286,238,289.
There are two clear orthologs of the P. ananatis IPDC in the L. maculans genome, both were induced
upon tryptophan treatment. Recently, the involvement of IPDC in IAA biosynthesis has been
documented in a non-pathogenic fungus N. crassa214. We are the first to report the activity of this gene
also in a pathogenic fungus.
Besides the involvement of LmIPDCs, we have observed induced transcription of LmNIT1, encoding
putative nitrilase orthologous to plant nitrilases256, upon tryptophan treatment. We also detected the
IAN metabolite in the in vitro culture. This suggests that also the IAN pathway is active in L. maculans.
Concerning the IAM pathway we observed slight transcription induction of LmIaaM3 and LmIaaM5,
but the IAM metabolite was not detected. This pathway might be at least partially functional in L.
maculans cultivated in vitro. IAM induced IAA production in the non-pathogenic fungus N. crassa,
although this fungus is not able to produce IAM itself 214.
Among all auxin metabolites we detected the bioactive from, IAA, in highest concentration. After
precursor treatment the IAA was predominantly enhanced. Other fungi also predominantly synthesize
IAA, however other forms can be detected in high concentration as well. The Fusarium species
produce IAM and tryptophol besides IAA290. Tryptophol was also found in M. oryzae275. N. crassa
synthesizes indole-3-lactic acid (ILA) a tryptophol besides IAA214. Tryptophol seems to be highly
abundant metabolite among fungi. In L. maculans we were not able to detect it.
Non-active IAA metabolites such as conjugates with amino acids or glucose were detected only in low
concentrations both in mycelium and cultivation medium and both in basal conditions and upon
precursor treatment. Among these conjugates only IAA-Asp, IAA-Glu, and a glucose ester of oxIAA
(oxIAA-GE) were detected; but not in reproducible manner due to technical limits of the detection
method. This suggests L. maculans metabolizes IAA only weakly in comparison to plants where the
conjugates are predominantly present.
Another non-active form, the OxIAA, is the second most abundant auxin in L. maculans; its
concentration also increased after tryptamine feeding. This suggests that IAA being oxidized in L.
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maculans. In plants, this oxidation is catalyzed by dioxygenase DAO1, identified in rice 291 and A.
thaliana 292.
The phenylacetic acid (PAA) is another molecule with documented auxin activity in plants and
bacterial species Streptomyces or A. brasilense286,256 . Biosynthetic pathways of PAA remain largely
unexplored though. In A. brasilense the indolepyruvate decarboxylase is involved and
aminotransferases TAA and the YUCCA enxymes are suspected to participate in plants 293,294. Even
less evidence is available as far as its function in fungi is concerned. Medium used for cultivation of
Streptomyces malachitofuscus has antifungal activity against Mucor miehei and Candida albicans and
PAA was later identified as one of putative antifungal agents in the medium294.
Besides tryptophan, a direct IAA precursor used to induce IAA synthesis, we used tryptamine for this
purpose. We show that tryptamine induced massive IAA production in the JN2 isolate, about 30-fold
higher that tryptophan treatment. Tryptamine induced IAA production also in U. maydis and N.
crassa211,214. In U. maydis tryptamine acted as a very potent inducer whilst in N. crassa only low IAA
synthesis was observed. Interestingly, despite this massive tryptamine-induced IAA overproduction,
the transcription of the candidate genes did not change much. We observed only minor of LmNIT1 and
LmIaaM3 transcription, while the transcription of LmTAM1 and LmIPDC2 that were stimulated upon
tryptophan treatment remained constant. These data suggest existence of a separate tryptamineinduced IAA biosynthetic pathway in L. maculans. Similarly, neither the UmTAM1 nor UmTAM2
genes of U. maydis were involved in the conversion of tryptamine into IAA211. On the other hand, the
UmIAD1 and UmIAD2 genes did participate in this conversion, unlike in our study. For N. crassa, it
remains unclear which biosynthetic genes participate in this conversion214. In fungus M. robertsii,
however, a tryptophan decarboxylase MrTDC was involved in the conversion of tryptamine into
IAA276.
The levels of IAA in host plant did not significantly change upon infection with the JN3 isolate which
produced high amount of IAA in vitro. The infection with L. maculans though as associated with an
increase in the OxIAA metabolite in the infected tissue. Thereby the plant may aim to maintain stable
levels of its endogenous IAA by converting/oxidizing the bioactive IAA. The host auxin profile
remained otherwise largely the same. In some plant-microbial systems, IAA has been shown to act as
an important virulence factor that impairs the defense-associated, phytohormone signalling of the
host279,216 in a similar way as effectors do 233,234,268. Some fungi require auxin for proper colonization
and infection process as documented in pathogens C. gloeosporioides and M. oryzae or symbiotic
fungus Piriformospora indica280,219,275. Externally-added IAA increased the virulence of
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insect-pathogenic M. robertsii spores on B. bassiana276 and loss of auxin production lowered virulence
of M. robertsii against the pathogenic insect B. bassiana276. N. crassa with blocked IAA biosynthesis
produces less conidiospores214.
Growth of both used L. maculans isolates was inhibited by exogenously added IAA. 1mM IAA
completely blocked conidial germination. Some fungi show enhanced growth when auxin is
supplemented in low concentration and growth inhibition upon highly concentrated auxin treatment
281,282

. Such effect was observed in F. graminearum, which produced 50% less biomass when cultured

in 1 mM IAA281. Loss of the ability to synthesize IAA resulted in developmental changes in C.
gloeosporioides
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. On the other hand, IAA ranging from 0.1 µM to 10 µM stimulated growth in

Moniliophthora perniciosa in a concentration-dependent manner282.
Overall this thesis deals with the role of phytohormones within plant defence. We demonstrated that
actin-depolymerization triggered defence pathway that might eventually result in plant resistance due
to SA signalling. Apart from SA, phospholipids are involved in the correct onset of this particular
cytoskeleton-connected immunity. Following research would be dedicated to understanding what is
the molecule being sensed when the actin degradation occurs. Further, we are providing evidence that
auxins are produced by L. maculans with specific strain-dependent manner. We did not prove that
auxins produced by L. maculans are produced as virulence factors neither we have found a clear clue
they work as internal regulators in fungi. This would be adressed by future research.
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5. Conclusion
This thesis focuses on several aspects of plant immunity involving phytohormone signalling. The
included publications deal with stress hormone signalling both from the plant side and the pathogen
side. The main findings presented in this thesis are:


Actin cytoskeleton disruption leads at certain conditions to plant resistance



The onset of resistance triggered by actin desintegration is mediated by salicylic acid signalling



There are also immunity effects triggered by actin depolymerization independetly of SA
signalling



Functional phospholipid signalling is important in the process of actin-depolymerizationtriggered immunity response



Mutants impaired in salicylic acid signalling pathway provide a useful tool for future studies
dealing with growth and immunity
Effector AvrLm4-7 affects SA and ET signalling pathways and ROS burst in B. napus



L. maculans produces bioactive auxin



L. maculans genes LmTAM1 and LmIPDC2 are associated with the auxin production
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